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and for this reason, the people of
Chaves, though their souls would revolt at the thought of electing a republican, are not above sending a
Keiitienuin who boasted of his Influ
ence with that hated tribe. Ia short,
Mr. Mullens was a sort of pocket edi
lion of former Delegate Andrews, who
for a couple of terms duped the republican party and the people of New
Mexico into sending him to congress
on the argument that he carried the
Pennsylvania delegation, senators and
congressmen, in the upper
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1913.
$100
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REWARD $100

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure Is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally
acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
the patient
giving
disease, and
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it falls to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
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International Asso- f
later routine. pated.
P.
lution which provided that newspa- and anything he advocates in the
ciation of Master House Painters and i.
a
k
A very valuable
ti- - irr
....M. ,in
remedy at this
iirif
The use of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pep- Decorators assembled In Denver to'W'
per reporters whose conduct has been house starts off with a heavy handi- stage and one which
every growing sin will teach you to avoid cathartics,
''
them
from
to
cap.
being
A
with
an
several
attendance
keep
of
Blood
good enough
day
Bubbling Heart Leading Story of Love
hoy and girl should be given often or salts and pills as they are too harsh
The resolution to allow the newspabarred from the floor of the house,
hundred delegates from leading citto
the
occasionally
individu for the majority apd their effect is
and Adventure In a Whirlwind of Surprising
according
should be admitted to all committee per men to attend committee meet al
ies of the United States and Canada.
circumstances ia Dr. Caldwell's only temporary.
Scenes.
Syrup Pepsin brings The annual reports of President J.
meetings. It was recited that the ings was finally referred to the com Syrup Pepsin. This is a laxative
and permanent results, and it can be conothW.
and
of
people of the state, that is the. vast mittea on judiciary-Roothe
Morley
Winnipeg
tonio combined, so mild that it ia givNotable Cast Including Miss Luiszita Valentine
44 Incident Bob Up
veniently obtained of any nearby drug- er officers show the organization to
niajorit yof them, got their informar
en to little babies and yet equally efgist at fifty cents and one dollar a he in a flourishing condition. A numThe next order of business in the
tion as to the doings of the lawmakers
and Hr. Lawrence Evart
fective in the most robust constitu bottle. Res-ultare always guaran- ber of local associations were added
from the newspapers, and that there- house likewise created a somewhat tion. At
the first sign of a tendency teed or money will he refttned.
to the membership
fore the representatives of thtse ir. lively discussion; being a rtsolution to
Production Complete to
the past year.
Detail
constipation give a small dose of
If no member of your family'has The
of
stitutions should have the fullest op- by Mr. Blanchard the purpose
will continue until
convention
at
on
Syrup
Peps,in
and
night
retiring,
ever used Sp-uand you the end of the week.
Pepsin
portunity to inform themselves as to which was to appropriate $500 to pay prompt action will follow in the morn.
would like to make a! personal trial of
50o-Sl.00-Sl.5on..
defense
of
was
the
the
the
of
four
0
what
going
expense
just
Ing. It not only acts on the stomach before
buying it in the regular way
Thi3 idea appealed to Major Llewel- members charged with bribery at the
W. S. Skelton, a merchant at Stan
Seafs Ready Tuesday, Feb. 4 at Murphey's Drug Store
and bowels but its tonic properties of a
duggist, send you address a pos ley, Ind., says he would not take
lyn of Dona Ana county, but it was liist session, and who were found guilt hhlld
and strengthen the system tal will do to W. B. Caldwell, 417 $100.00 for the relief a single box of
up
opposed by Mr Moreno of the same less by their colleagues after a caregenerally. Airs. Henry Babler, Van Washington St., Monticello, 111, and a Foley Kidney Pills gave him. "I had
bailiwick.
Possibly the newspapers ful investigation by the house. The Dyne, Wis., writes that her
little son, free sample bottle will be mailed you a severe attack of kidney trouble with This is the season of the year when the
have not Wen so good to Mr. Moreno purpose of the appropriation asked by
lungs, lowers the vitality and
sharp pains through my back and
could hardly straighten up. A single mothers feel very much
as they have been to Major Llewellyn. Mr. Blanchard is to pay Attorneys
concerned paves the way for the more serious
diseases
so often follow. Chambox of Foley Kidney Pills entirely re- over the
At all events .the major was for the George VV. Prichard and Alexander ploy additional legal assistance to de vidiug for a
frequent colds contracted by berlain's that
receipt and a rebate to lieved me." O. G. Schaefer and Red
In famous for
Cough
,
their children, and have abundant its cures, and isRemedy
resolution and was willing, if neces-sury- Head, who represented the defense in fend contest suits.
passengers paying cash fares on rail- Cross Drug Co. Adv.
pleasant and safe 10
No. 102 by Young. To prohibit giv road trains was
to have a reporter share hit the case before the house committee.
reason
as
for
cold
weakens take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
it
every
passed 21 to 16.
The appropriation bill last year, carry ing away of injurious medicines.
apartments at the Palace.
House Bill No. 40, the logging bill
3BBX3BSB
.vo. lva, oy me speaKer.
Other opponents of the resolution ing a like amount for the same purto pro- was
to the committee on wscesgz5sragv'E
were Representatives Hilton and Mul- pose, was vetoed by Governor SlcDon- vide for a isplay by the state at the irrigation. Marcos C. de
Baca, one of
lens. Mr. Hijton is young, a fault, if al. After an amendment offered by
rancisco fair
CAPITAL PAID IN
its authors, was not present.
SURPLUS
No. 104, by Tully for a revision ol
it la a fault, which time will cure. As Mr. Blanchard providing that $2
The house passed the two bills ced$100,000.00
$50,000.00
for Mr. Mullens, it) is hard to account should go to Mr. Read and $250 to the conjpiled laws.
ing to the United States jurisdiction
No. 105, by Vargas, providing for ovtr the Fort
for Mr Mullens. He was once sus- Colonel Prichard had been adopted
f
1
Bayard military reserva4T '.
NSv
man the resolution passed 2fi to 9 on roll the reconstruction of the Spanish tion and the
pected of being a newspaper
Santa Fe national cemethough the charge was never proven. call. The four representatives inter American Normal school at El Rlto tery. There were no votes in the
Mr. Mullens is a democrat. He has ested did not vote.
in Rio Arriba county.
negative. The senate has passed simJ. M. Cunningham, President
fceen elected to the legislature from
TNo. 106 by Mullens.
Bill Introduced
To regulaU ilar measures, which the
f)D- - HosWm, Caskler
speaker of
Prank 8prtnger,
Chajves colnnty for lo these many
Among the hills introduced yester spraying of trees and to protect honey the house referred to the committee
years, though there are people, other- day were: House Bill No. 93 by the bees.
on judiciary, explaining that the house
wise admirers of Chaves county, and speaker, to provide for a display at
No. 107 by jtfullens. To regulate the! would await
the action of the senate
its beautiful city of Roswell, who have the San Diego exposition.
practice of suggestive therapeutics.
on the house bills.
wondered at its choice of a represenNo. 99 by the sptaker. Requiring
For Direct Election of Senators
A lively debate in Spanish occurred
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
tative.
;!'.
state highway commission to
House Joint Resolution No. 10, in over the
proposition to remove the
But, let us whisper it soft ami low;
tiilcl a road between Santa Fe and troduced yesterday by Mr. Rogers, has iSpanlsh-Aerica n noruiij school from
Mr. Mullens, though a democrat,
Kl Machos on the Pecos.
for its purpose the ratification of the El Rito to Taos.
Representative Vara reputation of wielding an enorNo. 100 'by' Casados.
Concern
pioiosed amendment to the consttiu- gas opposed the proposed move which
V
mous influence with the republicans, i rifoews in county jails.
tion of the United States, providing was advocated
by Reinresentative Corwho for some years have been in the
No. 101 by Llewellyn.
Permitting for the direct election of United dova of Taos. The bill, which had
majority in our f;jir state. Therefore commissioner of public lands to em-- States senators. This amendment has been
favorably reported by the comalready been ratified by some ten mittee on education, wTas finally sent
states. It is strongly advocated hy back to the committee for
ROMANCE, ACTION AND
further conSenator Fall who voted for it ia the sideration.
During the debate
Mr.
United States senata and has an exABOUND IN
Vargas explained that, while the
Capital Stock,
cellent chance of adoption at the pres- school had been
severely! damaged by
ent session of the legislature.
fire, the insurance of f 10,000 already
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
on Fair Bill 'Postponei
Actjion
collected, would almost suffice to put
Contrary to expectation the bill os-- it back in its original condition. The
Wn. G. OaydoD
President
blishing the state fair at Alb tuuer-ip.- buildings at El Rito, originally put up
was not acted upon yssloi'day. for a reform
H. W. Kelly
Vice
cost
terPresident
then
school,
the
Aa
When it was reached on the calendar, ritory $25,000, which
j'lr
money would be
D, T. HoskiDS
Treasure'
Mr. Burg, author of the Pleasure, re lost were the institution
removed to
consent
unanimous
to
maKe
quested
Taos. It was, pointed out by Mr. CatInterest PeJd on Deposits
it a special order for today. Several ron that the
proposed removal would
members whose support was counted bo unconstitutional even were ratiit
upon were absent and Mr. Burg deem fied by both houses of the
legislature
ed it wisdom to wait over a day es
A number of bills passed by the
pecially In view of the rumor that senate were referred to appropriate
111
Mr. Mullens, author of an Identical committees and
the house adjourned
bill placing the state fair at Roswell. until 2 o'cloe
today.
to divld
had concocted a scheme
Prior to adjournment a communicathe proposed appropriation between tion from Congressman
Curry was
Roswell and Albuquerque.
read. The congressman urged the
Mr. Toombs of Clayton, in charge legislature to
provide a small approof the hill creating a normal school
priation so that New Mexico could be
at Clayton, also requested postpone- properly represented at the
inaugural
ment of action on his bill, which went ceremonies at
Washington March 4.
over .until today.
The house also passed a resolution
House Bill No. 3, requiring the gov providing for a commission of two to
- ernor to appoint at least one voman confer with the
governor and secre
on the board of each of the statu
tary of state on the matter of selectwas finally passed 18, to 16,
ing a state seal, a state flower and a
after various attempts to amend It stte nag. The state, the various
and after several members had ex courts and counties are still
using the
pressed doubt as to its constitution old territorial seals.
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
ality. Major Llewellyn is the author
The Senate
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
of this bill aud accepted an amend
prod
Little of interest occured during the
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
ment by Mr. Rogers requiring a one- - brief session of the senate
yesterday.
statements.
resident: The free traveling libraries bill was
year instead of a three-yea- r
women
appoint- lillled, despite the
qualification for the
He
can
be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
protest of Senator
ed under the act.
McCoy, who wanted the women's club
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
House Bill No. 17, granting further of Santa Fe to be
capital, nor
hrrrd on the quesxood time to convicts dn the state tion.
only in mating the goods right, but in advertising, which
to the
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to mate
nilentlary, was
The "senate paBscd Senate Bill No.
" CltAl'STARK."
LAWRENCE EVA KT AS "I.OUHV"
committee on judiciary from whence
secure repeat orders.
good
60, appropriating $8,835 for the ealarj
of ce-toeiu lliinklng it, is that of Lady It was favorably reported yesterday.
and expenses of Mo mine inspector.
The
('.race Ilayward's ilratnati-'.itioadvertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
House Bill No. 82, by Hilton, prothe popular novel, "Clraustark." will Dagrniir, her atloiidunt. The aJbuct-or- s
The vote on the measure was 16 to 4.
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
,
and in the fight
Tho bill authorising judges in certain
In? the attraction at the Duncan, Satshortly eiilt-rYou are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
follows Lorry is wounded. The
that
goods, be8.
cast's to rent quarters for chambers
urday, February
for
confidence
with
much
hts
the
however
cause,
having
dealer
gralfful
naelweis
princess,
or manufacturer
was also passeu.
The play opens in
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
tho arrival of Grenfall Ixrry and Hr-r- y saved hur life, has hint uursed back
as
Taken
directed
In the castle, where they
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Anguish, wcaHhy young Ameri- to health
money in telling others of their goodness.
to each other mutual
reveal
a
of
pretin
Duffy's Purs V,&t Wh!sky Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
search
finally
cana, the former
It
to Buy
love.
Cablets. Iiruepists refund money If It
.to-isthebest medi- ty jcirl with whom he became
The dramatization of "Graustark"
Both of the
cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigin America.
to
talis
cine for coughs,
nature Is on each box. 25c. ',
Americans get adventure in plenty, is along romantic lines, and there are
bron- - pf
bolda,
situations.
and
for wiUiin a few hours after their numerous climaxes
'
I
shitis. and nil
The scenic investment is an elaboThere is no 'better medicine madej!
crrival, they overbear a plot o
V
to
and
?ther
colds than Chamberlain's Comih H
throat
for
the
and
company
rate
equal
one,
of
the
y
prinrnlir."
princess
the
It aots on nature's plan, re- - jj
Remedy.
their individual parts.
lung troubles.
R the Iimss,
cipality.
opens the secretions,
As a dramatization of one of the
Sealed bot'.lcs only, (it Jl en i l,,,1-to frustrate the plot
Th ,' dt
aids expectoration: and restores
c!
a3
by
trft'l the villains to popular novels, 'Graustark",
For ; '
to a healthy enmiitioi;.
flsTi
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is vH worth gfctup.
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Rscovered Frczi
Severe Lunj

EXHIBITS

PROMISED

FOR

FAIR
DIRECSAN DIEGO EXPOSITION
TORS
EXPECT IT TO BE

Trc-l-

le
.While we all know that pienty of fresh
nd
1!0oi
loui
tir
,re neeensary to perou
from luuir truale. sowetliiDg
uaeriug
in needed to bring about full
beattli.
pore
Kcktuan g Alterative i a medicine for
turcat aud lotut trouble, aud so many
reuort liave beeo received snowing that
It brought about
rewulta ia a number
or casta which good
were declared hopeless,
that all aunVrer who are not beuctitiiig
otherwise,
should, at least
what it has done for other. investigate
It may be
the menus of restoring
jou to health. Investigate tbia case:
Madison Lake, Minn.
.
Gentlemen:
Id I eccmber.
and
March. I:), I was taken with hemorrhages of the lnncs. which confined me
several weeks each time to mv
These
left me very weak aud 1 couched at
and could not siee.. My appetitenifhts
also
failed me. My d.M t.rt- - advised me to go
est. Ko, In Scptiiiivr. I'.mxi.'i planned
to i'o, ,nt
l
four more hemorrhages,
wha-for three week
put mo iu ix-In .XoveiulsT 1 started for
Col.
After my arrival. I not Michael Hrody.
who, ugion b aroluL' "f mv condition, urt'ed
me to tike K.kman's Alterative.
"In
about two months. I b.
to fwl better.
I kept ou tukiiiL' the loediilne and
improved fast. In March, mid. I returned
home. I think I am entirely well have a
good appetite and sleep well
When I left
weaver niy
was l.m
I
"'"' welch Hio. my normal pounds.
I
weight.
i"1
5F"ur Alterative for jot
health.
If I caii help anv other person
ufferiug from Tuberculosis. 1 will gladly
do so."
t Sworn affidvlti
PAI L L. I'ASXACHT
Eckman s Alterative is effective In BronAsthma.
chitis,
Uay Fever; Throat and
Lung Troubles, and In npbuilding the
system. Iiocb not contain poisons, opiate
or
drups.
Ak for booklet
telling of recoveries and write to Eckmsu
LalKiratory. Philadelphia, Pa., for more evidence. For sale by all leading dmesrlsta

ld.

Jan.

Since
San Diego, Cal.,
have
New Year's, announcements
come bo frequently from foreign and
insular governments of their decision
to Install exhibits here at the exposition in 1913 that the international
Bcope of that project promises to be
wider than its projectors planned.
The gorernments having so announced are those of San Domingo, San
Salvador, Gnatamala, Porto Rico,
Japan, Panama, Brazil and the Philippines. Tentative promises of exhibits have been received from Hawaii, Costa Rica, Hayti and Jamaica, while Spain, and every other
country is viewing
with much favor the invitation to be
represented nere.
This, together with the rapidly developing and crystallizing sentiment
in all western states and in many
more eastern states in favor of state
exhibits here, has been the greatest
sort of encouragement to the exposition builders, who are entering upon
the construction work of the year
with revived faith and renewed energy. It is apparent that within the
last month whatever of indifference
may have existed in the great west
toward the San Diego exposition has
disappeared, to be replaced by the
enthusiaEm that means action. This
is reflected by the introduction of
bills in nearly every western legislature appropriating funds for displays
here in 1915.
The next few weeks is expected
to work a revolution in the form of
activities at the exposition groundB.
Work on several state buildings will
be started immediately after their
authorization b the legislatures, the
plans therefor having already been
drafted. This activity will be added
to that already Inaugurated by the
exposition. The great electricity
building, one of the group of larger exhibit structures in the central
group, has been started, and the erection of the mining and machinery
buildings, for which the final plans
have been accepted, will begin with- in a month or six weeks.
4.

Latin-America- n

i

e. g. Murphey
Central Drug Co.

Discussing the effect of the heavy
snow yesterday the game warden and
Chief Deputy Otero were enthusiastic
over the good it will do, making

abundant the grass for animals and
the live food in the Btream for the
fish. A bountiful supply of water in
the streams will also delight the anglers next summer. They say.
Clancy Likes Vegetation.
Assistant Attorney General Harry
Clancy Is the envy gf other officials
today because it has been discovered
he has a beautiful young palm in nis
office. The palm is prowing in an attractively decorated flower pot of
huge proportions.
On either side, as handles, are
ram and as
heads of a Roman-nose- d
a "bas relief" are flamingoes and ostriches. When asked the name of tne
admirer who sent him this delightful
souvenir of "languorous southern
California" Mr. Clancy smiled and
again smiled cynically. It is said,
however, that ihe keen eye of the assistant attorney general was roaming
around a room in the basement of
the capitol and spied this palm which
was shedding its green rays on an
unpreciative audience of musty records and brooms. He "subpoenaed"'
two employes to transport the affair to his office where the warm
rays of a New Mexico sun shall play
throughout the day.
Pharmacy Board.
The New Mexico Board of Pharmacy will meet In Santa Fe, March
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
3, 4, 5 and 6, 1913 for examination
of applicants. Violations should be
Santa Fe, X. M., Feb. 4. State Su- promptly reported to the undersigned
at Albuquerque.
perintendent of Public Instruction
Applicants must report at 9 a. m
N. White sent out letters today
(Signed) B.
to the heads of the various institu- at Zook's pharmacy.
of
Board
Pharmacy,
tions of learning in New Mexico ask- Ruppe, Secretary
N. M,
Albuquerque,
informato
them
certain
bring
ing
tion when they come to the capital
Here is a message of hope and good
Friday, February 7, for the meeting
Boone
Mr. cheer from Mrs, C. J. Martin,
called by Governor. McDonald.
Mill, Va., who is the mother of IS
"White states that data on the attend- children.
Mrs. Martin was cured of
ance at the various colleges and stomach trouble and constipation by
schools is desired, such as the name, Chamberlain's Tablets after fle
years of suffering and now recomaddress, age, date of entrance, date mends
these tablets to the public. Sold
of withdrawal, etc., of the various
by all dealers. Adv.
comstudents, as the various senate
HEALTH WARNING
mittees wish information.
Chilled and wet feet result In conA State Flower.
the internal organs, and inThe department of education has gesting
flammation of the kidneys and bladrecived a "floral map" showing the der, with rheumatic twIngeB and pain
flowers of each state in the union. in back, generally follow. Use Folej
The map states that the cactus Kidney Pills. They are the best medikidbloom has been suggested for New cine made1 for all disorders of the
neys, for bladder irregularities, and
Mexico but not yet adopted. It is for backache and rheumatism.
They
said that the school children of tne do not contain habit forming drugs.
G.
in
O.
Tonic
results.
state favored this as the emblem of
action, quick
and Red Cross Drug Co.
the
tate but that no ochaefer
Adv.
official adoption has been male.
There is some opposition to the cacS. L. Miller,
Conductor
Norfolk,
tus emblem, by the way.
Nebr., on Bonesteel Division of C. and
- Gets Certificste.
N. V. P.y. Co., recommends Foley
Game and Fish Warden Trinidad Kidney Tills and says: "I have used
C. de Baca today received his certif- Foley Kidney Pills with very satisfacresults and endorse their use for
icate of membership in the American tory one
afflicted with kidney trouble.
any
Fisheries society, a national
They are all risht" O. G. Schaefer
and" Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Al-va- n

.
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GLORIOUS

IN

Wight and Terror

PC?

GF WAR

Seemingly

nate With the Winged

Hut-a-

8i!k and satin, fur and velvet had
given away to shimmering metal, to
plumed helmet and the pelt of bear
and wolf; instead of the warm glow
of precious ttones, flashed the cold
glint of naked steel. In place of caftan, cloak and loose trousers, one saw
,

here
under the
were bodies sheated la plumage and
the skins of wild beasts.
Yet this was not enough.
For to
the swirl of
the roll of kettle-drumfifes behind quartlan, dragoon and
reiter came the hussar, mounted and
pennoned lance at rest. These men
sat their heavy horses, their lances
made a forest, and from their shoulders rose the famous "wings." Sufficiently splendid In themselves, they
bad added this last touch of splendor.
From their shoulders, as In the reliefs of ancient Egypt, rose great
wingp the rustling of them filled the
theater. Slight and terror were Incarnate In these warriors. What foe
could stand before the a,wful sibilance
their onrush, this apparition of
something inconceivably monstrous,
yet inconceivably superb?
War bad fired this people to pew
Improvisations that ended In a grandeur reaching to the epic, the sublime. The other nations had but
dreamed of war gods buoyed on the
spread of carved and painted wings;
the Pole dared to attempt them in his
line of battle, to embody them, to be

'

them.
,.
Over tSis army floated Poland eagle,
A
white upon Its blood-reground.
bishop raised the sacred relics and the
cross and gave his blessing. Plainly,
without music, the front ranks kneeling, the mounted men behind, rose a
solemn chant of male voices. It was

the hymn made for Sobieski's legions
when they marched out to Vienna.
Albert KinroBe, In Scrlbner's Maga
zlne.

-
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TRIBUTE

TO

LAUGHTER

Men of Intellect and Renown Join In
'
Testimony to the Value of
Jollity In Life.

The value of a
may be

rated

good-nature-

laugh

low by some people;

but many writers have attested Its
worth In no measured terms. It is not surprising that Charles
Lamb Bhould have said, "A laugh is
worth a hundred groans In any market;" but from the lips of the somber
Carlyle one Is scarcely prepared to
hear, "No man who has once heartily
and wholly laughed can be altogether
or lrreclaimably bad."
It was Douglas Jerrold who boldly
stated that,. "What was talked of as
the golden chain of Jove was nothing
more than a succession of laughs, a
chromatic scale of merriment reaching from earth to Olympus."
"I am persuaded," wrote Iaurence
Sterne, "that every time a man smiles
but much more so when he laughs it
adds something to his fragment of
life."

Last of all may be cited the verdict
of Oliver Wendell Holmes, given with
his own inimitable humor, "The riot-ou- t
tumult of a laugh, I take it, is the

mob law of the features, and Propriety the magistrate who reads the
riot act" The Sunday Magazine.

Henry Vll.'s Chapel.
The Most Honorable Order of the
Bath has ceased to be the Cinderella
among the orders of knighthood. With
the restoration of high ceremonial In
Henry Vll.'s chapel the Ignominy of
the past ends. Although no longer
the "wonder of the world" that Icearchitects of
land saw (for
the last century restored It out of all
recognition) the roof still remains a
thing of beauty. It has been suggested that the chapel stands on the site
of a garden owned by Chaucer. Henry, who built It lavished money upon
it his successors evidently thought
too much, for they utterly neglected
It,
When George I. reorganized the
order by introducing fresh blood,
more honorable canopies were needed; they were provided by dishonorably slicing the old ones into two.
London Chronicle.

Literal Truth.
London story Illuminates the career of Horace Harnfat, an actor.
Rich today, he was poor and a failure
up to the age of forty. His life, up to
that age, passed In the provinces on
two or three quid a week. One Saturday In Manchester Horace Hamfat's
show went up, the manager fled, and
FOR FALLING
Horace for three days lived on bread
and dripping. Then a letter came to
him from a London admirer, inclosing
HAIR ten pounds. The admirer forwarded
HAIR AND DANDRUFF-GRO- WS
also an item from a theatrical page
that Horace Hamfat himself had writHAIR TONICS USE OLD, ten "Horace Hamfat Is starring In
DON'T PAY 50 CENTS FOR WORTHLESS
Manchester." But the typesetter had
GET RESULTS
RELIABLE, HARMLESS "DANDERINE"
made this Item read, truly enough:
"Horace
Hamfat Is starving in Manor
Danderine
from
store
This, brittle, colorless and scraggy
any drug
chester!"
hair Is mute evidence of a neglected toilet counter, and after the first apwvlp; of dandruff that awful scurf. plication you will say It was the best
Interpolated.
There Is nothing bo destructive to investment you ever made. Your hair
A New York manager was making
the hair as dandruff. It robs the hair will immediately take on that Ufa,
his
of its lustre, its strength and its very lustre and luxuriance which is so beau- The first Shakespearean production.
play being rharsed was "Mao-beth.- "
Mfe; eventually producing a feverlsh-nes- s tiful. It will become wavy and fluffy
Everything went smoothly unand Itching of the scalp, which and have the appearance of abund-danc- til an actor cams to the line: "Ten
If not remedied causes the hair roots
an incomparable gloss and thousand doEars to the general tsst."
to shrink, '.oopcn and die then the softness, but what will please you
Instantly the manager was a h!s
most will be after Just a few weeks feet. "Cut that line out!" he shouted.
hair falls out fast
,
a
A little Danderine tonight
now
use, when you will actually see a lot "This is an English play and classic
1
modern American
won't
have
any
z
new
hair grow-n'.- e; '!
anytime will surely save your hair. of fine, downy hair
written Into It" Boston
Get a 25 oertt bottle of Knowlton's
all over the scalp.
Tran script.

25 CtNT "DANDEBLF
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TIRED OF SEEIIIG
HER SUFFER

Procured Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound,
loin guard and pelisse.
which made His Wife
were faces curiously still
and here
curved
a Well Woman.

And

fhe JOCTOR t
1

New York,

Incarr

of Poland.

breast-plate-

Cigarette War Is Begun,
which has seen about
every possible kind of commercial
and financial "war"- - start within its
borders, from the stamp act struggles of colonial times to the gambling war of last year, is now the
storm center of a "cigarette war"
whose field of operations covers the
whole United States.
tie fight is
raging between several of the leadiDg
tobacco companies, and the distinguishing features just now are the
"souvenirs" which each side Is giving
away with packs of its cigarettes.
The trick is as old as trade Egyptian emhalmers used to slip picture
cards of clay showing the progress
of the dead through the lands of the
other world Into the cases of the
mummies which they prepared for
burial. But a mummy was a bigger
piece of goods than a package of five-cecigarettes, and the Egyptians
never went to the trouble of working out such bewildering systems of
cards as the- modern cigarette makers do In their attempt to make people believe they are getting something more than they pay for. Pictures of actresses, of fishes, of baseball players, of buildings, and about
everything under the sun, scraps of
silk with college emblems stencilei
on them, playing cards, coupons redeemable for a toothbrush or an automobile when you have smoked a
few thousand dollars worth of the
cigarettes all Is grist that comes to
the premium mill. Evidently the
souvenir plan works, or it would not
draw the hundreds of thousands of
dollars which the tobacco people
pour into It. A woman who Is promt
movement
nent in the
has suggested that since the souven
ir plan seems to have started with
mummies, it might be well to throw
in a mummy or two with each cigarette package as a gentle reminder of
the moral which she would have
drawn from the whole affair.

IIUSDAHD

MiddlefWn, Pa. -- "I had headache,
backache and such awful bearing down
pains that I could not be on my feet at
times and I had organic inflammation so
badly that I was not able to do my work.
I could not get a good meal for my husband and one child. My neighbors said
they thought my suffering was terrible.
" My husband got tired of seeing me
suffer and one night went to the drug
store and got me a bottle of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
told me I must take it I can't tell you
all I suffered and I can't tell you all that,
your medicine has done for me. I was
greatly benefited from the first and it
Las made me a well woman. I can do
til my housework and even helped some
of my friends as well. I think it is a
vonderful help to all suffering women.
I have got several to take it after seeing what it has done for me." Mrs.
Emma Espenshade, 219 East Main St,
Middk-town- ,
Pa.
The Pinkham record is a proud and honorable one. It is a record of constant
victory over the obstinate ills of woman
ills that deal out despair. It is an established fact that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has restored
health to thousands of such suffering
women. Why don't you try it if you
need such a medicine?
If yon want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held ia strict confidence.

The questions answered below are
general in character; the symptoms
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of similar nature.
Those wishing further advice, free,
may address Dr. Lewis Baker, College Bldg.,
streets,
Dayton, Ohio, enclosing
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given but
only Initials or fictitious name will
be used in my answers. The prescriptions can be filled at any
drug store Any druggist can
order of wholesaler.
College-EUwoo-

well-stocke- d

nt

anti-cigaret-

'Speaker" writes: "I am troubled
with a tickling sensation after speaking, which is accompanied with a
slight cough and hoarseness. Can I
get relief?"
Answer: You will not only be re
lieved, but you will be cured by using the following: Ask your druggist
for a 2 oz. bottle of essence men- This can he taken pure
or can be made into a full pint of
cough syrup. Full Jirections are giv
en on the bottle for making. This Is
very easily made at home and Is per
fectly safe as it does not contain any
harmful Ingredients as do most of
the
cures.
tho-laxen-

"Ida" writes:" I have suffered with
stomach trouble and coustipation for
about two years, and I fear it will
cause appendicitis if I cannot get
some relief."

fluid balm wort, x oz.; and tincture
rhus aromatic, 2 drams. Mix In wat- er and give 10 to 15 urops one hour
before meals.
"Miss Anna" writes:- "I suffer with
very severe headaches which also at-fects my eyes. My throat and nos- trils are affected by catarrh and my
breath is very gad. Could you prescribe a cure?"
Answer: I have cured hundreds
who suffer as you do by prescribina
and have received
the following
many letters from grateful people
which Indicates that it Is speedily
2 oz. original
curative: Purchase
package of vilane powder; to a pint
f
of warm water add
teaspoon- ful and snuff the water from the
palm of the hand through the nostrils two or three times a day or until they are thoroughly cleansed;
then apply well up Into the nostrils
twice daily the following catarrlt
balm. To one level teaspoonful of
vilane powder add one oUnoe of lard
or vaseline. If used according to the
catanh
above prescription
your
should soon vanish. This should be
used occasionally to prevent Its

HOUSE

SHOW

FOR

'

one-hal-

ADSwer: I recommend that you get
tablets triopeptine and take a pink
tablet after breakfast, a white tablet after dlneer and a blue taglet after supper. This is a very excellent
treatment and is widely prescribed
Another Trust Dissolution.
for Its gradual curative action ConAnother step in the progress of tinue this treatment
for several
"painless" trust dissolution which is weeks and I am sure you will oe
going on here rapidly at present was cured.
"Mildred K," says: "Please advise
marked this week by the announce
GOTHAM
I can use for a good hair ton'c.
what
Refin
Doctor: Several years ago I took
ment that the American Sugar
and scalp are !n a very bad
hair
as
My
tonic
a
the
otherwise
which
known
you prescribed for me,
ing company,
to rid itself of but It has been so long that I have condition anu nothing scJ5 to help."
was
about
trust,
sugar
AUDITORIUM WILL BE LAUNCHED
Answer: The best hair tonic oa
Its holdings of stocit In the National forgotten the ingredients. It was the
UPON CONCRETE HULLS
slm
the
the
market ia sold In 4 oz. Jara and
nerve
best
and
tonic
company
I
that
by
Sugar Refining
system
IN THE BAY,
these ever took. Will you kindly publish Is called plain yellow mlnyoL Any
pie process of distributing
rata among Its own the Ingredients again?"
up to date druggist will have it This
New York, Feb. 4. A huge art holdings pro
This Is the same klnu
stockholders.
is
superior to anything known, for the
Answer: The tonic I always prebuilding and public auditorium to
so sat- scribe for
worked
dissolution
has
that
of the diseases pt tie
of
in
(tJjetment
condition
In
your
float
people
the waters of New York harto the owners of Standard is.
Syrup of hypophosphites comp. 5 hair and scalp. Two or three applibor is the next wonder which Is in isfactorily
Oil and Tobacco.
Legally it seems ozs.; tincture cadomene comp. 1 oz. cations have been known to cure,
store for New York, if the plans are
answer
to
every requirement for it Shake well and take a teaspoonful while it makes the hair soft fluffy
carried out which have met with rereduces the trust's share in the total before meals. This is the best nerve and makes it keep its natural color.
markable approval here during the
of refined cane sugar to 1as
and system tonic that 1 know of.
exhibition of the Architectural lea output
In view of the continthan
"Jane" writes: "My nerves are In
gue. On a huge circular raft or scow
uance of the common ownership of
"I wish you a dheaJful condition, my appetite Is.
"Overweight" asks
of concrete the designer would erect
two companies it is njt likely, would
prescribe something to redece verp poor and I. am extremely thin.
a building of circular form, with the
that there will be any acute my weight that I could safely take. My face is so thin that it makes rae
however,
graceful Doric columns of concrete
between them. In fact I despise
liquid medicine Can you very unhappy. I Bhould like you to
and steel, and inside he would have, competition
was brought out by the Hardwick
it
tell me a true remedy."
give a pill or tablet "
besides ample space for art exhibi
Scongreasional investigating commitI
schools
Answer:
of arts and crafts,
find many are like you,
tions and
Answer: If you wish to beco-a- e
tee lart year that there is a friendly
and advise that you obtain In sealei stouter, improve
an auditorium which would outclass
your appetite and
refinamong-thbig
understanding
tube J5 grain arbolene taDlets. Any your nervous system,
anything now standing In this coun- ers and that
heartily rec
they interfere with one
try. Its seating capacity would be another as little as possible. It is accommodating dealer can obtain ommend the use cf three grain hypo- 8,000 persons and provision would be well understood here Indeed that the from wholesale druggists. Full direc nuclane tablets, which you will find
in any
made to use it for public gatherings, refiners in their fight for a reduction tions accompany each tube.
drug store. In
sealed cartons with full directions
great concerts or operatic perform- of the sugar tariff are working in
"Tom" writes: "l have very poor for
ances. By a system of screens, the harmony and are making common
taking. Hyponuclane tablets Im- on account of long standing prove the
health
size of the audit.orium would be cap- cause against a new rival that has
nutrition, adu red corpus- able of being reduced to suit a the- sprung up In the rapidly growing cosstipatJon. i take medicine all the cleg to the blood, strengthen the ner-atrical performances. Performances beet sugar industry. It Is no secret time, but would like to get something vous system and impro
the general
would be given by municipal actors, in the trade that the refiners are that would cuer me."
health. Many people report that they
Answer: More illntss is caused by gained from 10 to 30 pounds In two
according to the designer's plan, and genuinely alarmed t the vigorous
than by any other ail- months.
constipation
of
source
new
would
at
lowest
be
of
this
the
kept
prices
competition
.
j
possible level. Especial emphasis supply which has forced them to cut ment. You can get plenty of medi"Harry" writes:
relieve, hut if you
"Both my wife
would be lai.l, however, upon the use prices and recently caused several cines that will
while want something that will cure you I and myself Buffer with rheumatism.
of the building for artistic purposes, refineries to close entirely
particularly as a school of the arts others were put on half time. The would advise the use of three grain We would appreciate a reply telling
and the higher crafts. By floating refiners evidently believe tnat if they sulpherb tablets (not sulphur tab- us what to take."
In the harbor it would save entirely eaij bring about a cut In the duty lets). They can be bought at any
Answer: Mix the following at home
the cost of land, and would be on imported sugar deep enough to drug stti-- in sealed tubes with full or have the druggist mix for you: 2
sodmoored where most convenient. En- drive the domestic sugar producer directions for using. I have found drams of iodide of potas-sium-,
out of business It will be more ef- them the most reliable and gradual ium salicylate, 4 drams; wine of
gineers say, according to the design-signeone-hal- f
oz.. comp. essence
that such a structure is en- fective than any number of agree ly curative.
In rements
1 oz.; comp. fluid
or
companies
cardiol,
holding
feasible.
comparttirely
Watertight
halmwort,
"A. L. U." I advise you to get the
a.: and
ments in the "hull" would provide storing them to a position of comearsnparina comp.,
snip
ingredients and mix at 5 ozs. Take a teaspoonful at meal
protection against possible leaks. In plete control over the American sug- following
home to cure your child' of
time and bed time. Always gtuuie
view of the designer's plan to anchor ar market.
Tincture cubebs, 1 dram; comp. well before u'Jng.
his floating art palace off the BatTerminal a City In Itself.
tery, It is interesting to remember
the new station The Pennsylvania's
structure It) a
With the opening of the new Grand figures regarding
that for years New York's great aud
some notion of Ita stupendous monumental
give
now
example of the finest
mamhas
Central station, New York
itorium and concert sail was a
dimensions. It took 000,000 barrels classic architecture, and is now f:
moth circular structure surrounded the "Terminal City" in its midst, as of cement to
build It, and 118,600 hitied, while the terminal ran have a
by the waters of the harbor Castlo the builders of the new terminal call tons of Bteel. Forty-twtracks enter 23 story business building
on
stone
20
group-oold
foot
fort
their
with
buildings. its
astonishing
Garden, an
level
where
upper
express or top of it by continuing the nn-name
is
now
The
for
not
is
surrounded
which
chosen,
badly
by
walls,
through trains arrive and depart, and work already in place. The
r v
the made land of Battery Park and the termlual covers 79 acres and hna the .lower or
local traffic level has Hons of the Pennsylvania's enormous
a capacity of 1,603 cars. The merf
used for the aquarium.
5 taclcs a total of 83.6 miles of concourse are huse
map-Upiefnr,?
track within the terminal. The of the country
to its py,.
tributary
larRest interlocking switch- and sig- torn while the new terminal puts i;;',-i-is
nal tower in the world controls the
ceiling a section of the mvM skj
tracks, with 400 levers for the ej with the stars In their mil
ps.cef,
press tracks and 300 for the local. 2,500 being shown, t'no
are-t of
of
Health,
I'rcscriptlon for eossema nnd ahsolntety The cost of the whole wont was them botnjr illuminated
!r, Evans,
bv t'v'rm
savs'
"Thu'e is almost no relation
tlmt t will tuke away Hie
sKIn ilisonsps nmi the blood." The Hch the, inftunt you apply It
al debt of Sweden. It is only natural lights.
cured through the skin.
!f
pkln must le
pre sufferlntr from liny form of dobt of Sweden. It is only natural
out, and so hln you
The jjenns must t washedfound
wo
trouble
to
would
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have
lire,
worth- oome,
s
bHn
SBlvca hv
onr slors, for w have lind the to compare the terminal with the
Kilvnnred phi'sloians
f ejicneyto of
less. Tlie mofcl now
for so irany
this
remedy
on
r
lire
this,
jrtd
greed
which
was
station
Pennsylvania
this country
that we ,fin tell you all about
VIRGINIA F ASM CPS' UNION,
a wnxti of winternreen. yewrs
nr
lUVU
and how It cures
s
ago, and the
nthvmol and other ingredients for eonomutl yewmn. In fort, we ore pn pure of what opened a couple pt ye-rLynchbrVa., rb. 4- ,- Tim ani
jin'd an othor skin ihsensos. This
will do for you that ws will be builders of the rival structures em- nual
!.
is known as U.D.lk Prescription
convention
of the VJrcinfa
Kiad to let you have a Jl Lot He on our
for Kczema.
ihst it will cost vou nullum; phasize the contrast at every turn. Farmers'
i
well Known sVIn spe- guarantee
Pr Holrr.es, the
tinl(.ss
w.
it doea Uie wovli. WhUa the new
structure Is widely tiv vmop uet here
that the l'or thutyoumm tor tlmt
cialist writes: "1 amIn convinced
:.c
ft triul hot tip for
to i;iy for a
as much a Piiecifle ought
ti nil prescription
to bt cnniiKh to nbsoliitely
prove, advertised as Use Grand Central termft thiei days. AUml ?;m a, if
for VcV.ena s quinine for malaria. We tne merits of tho remedy.
have heen presc: thing the D.I.1. remedy
inal, the Pennsylvania railroad esp a
r,, r store anywnr find we
info
Prop
for veflrs.
that Sis station i must v of
We. ourselves vouch for the D.D.D. i will tell you s,i about this great remedy. cially Tcr;:;, ; .i
'
male,, en.' In
.;!.
K. D. GOODALL, EAS T LAS
AS, N. M.
PhouM be called simply a "station."
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Pendergrass, Ga. Mrs. Delia Long,
of this place, in a recent letter, says:
"For five or six years, I suffered agonies with womanly troubles.
Often, I couldn't sit up more than a
few minutes. at a time, and If I stood
New York Feb. 4 The public mind on my feet long, I would taint,
I took Cardul, and it helped me Imis still backward in recognizing that
Now, I can do my work all
mediately.
conditions
unfavorable
the
of
many
the time, and don't suffer like111 I did.'"
in any
which have prevailed for weeks past
Take Cardul when you feel
or under
have been amply discounted. Politics, way weak, tired, miserable, strength-buildinCardul is a
tariff and trusts are problems which the weather.
tonic medicine for women.
have been with us for years. Agita
It has been found to relieve pain and
tion has been intense. Those most ag- distress caused by womanly troubles,
and is an excellent medicine to have on
gressive in this direction were partiaL hand at all times.
and
ly successful at the last election,
Cardul acts on the womanly constithe new administration will somewhat tution, building tip womanly strength,
up the nerves., and regulating
reflect their opinions. We have, how- toning
the womanly organs.
will
who
those
of
ever, the promise
Its half century of success Is due to
control during the next four years not merit. It has done good to thousands.
Will you try it? It may be Just what
to disturb business by too radical
you need. Ask your druggist about
made
been
has
That
promise
Cardul. He will recommend
changes.
by men whose word is of value. It
TTnfe tn ! ladles' Advisory Dept..
H. B
MedicinCo..Chaitanooga.Tenn..for hpemai
is but fair to xpect that these prom
book, 'Horn Treaunaal
and
JtutrurtioM,
ises will be carried out
br WomWi" teat is plain wrapper, aa request. .
concerned,
So far aa the trusts
it is not likely that any more radical
thus far amountaction will be taken by the new ad ward gold movement,
Another
over
to
$6,000,000.
ing
Mr.
old.
ministration' than by the
may go to satisfy 'the needs ol
Wilson's attorney general cannot en
Our credit situation abroad,
force the Sherman law any more vig Europe.
is In excellent shape, and
however,
his
Wickersham
and
orously than Mr.
we
are
abundantly able to give assistpredecessors have done. Furthermore,
ance
it is most needed. The
where
and
the supreme court has supported
g
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to hope that the hoardings
reason
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Others
joining
requirements'.
PAID FOR
its
nations will soon
the procession, so, that the worst has of some of the
As a matter of fact
be
released.
this
in
direction,
.advertisers are guaranteed the been experienced
there is a scarcity of gold in Europe,
targaet dally and weekly circulation and there is no longer any serious
none of the great banks there having
mannewsnaoer la northern New anxiety in this respect. Trust
f
sufficint In their reserves to meet the
we
to
That
know
what
expect.
agers
Mexico.
and this in
present credit strain,
mono
are now working away from
faddists
the
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talk
the
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matter
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is
a
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prothat
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maintain
who
couragement rather than depression;
cause
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the
of
great
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gold
for the openings for new enterprises
Indian hoardMaip
NEWS DEPARTMENT
on a moderate scale will multiply, and of present high prices.
been
amounting
enromous,
have
the country has been at least partially ings
30 per cent of the year's
to
fully
menacmost
of
its
relieved from one
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 19 13.
while another 30 per cent was
ing social and political dangers that
This country
consumed
in, the arts.
number of indus
THE HUMAN BOl Y AND T11E of domination by a
to have retained fully 20
estimated
is
trial monopolies.
CONQUEST OF THE AIR
cent of the year's Bupply, leaving
On the tariff question, the acute per
20 per cent of last year's product
only
stage is about over. During the last
Aeronautics, a familiar subject
to meet the requirements of
available
have
of
number
weeks
a
hearings
hioce the beginning ol the twentieth two
This, It
the
great) foreign hanks.
been held in Washington, where the
f
century, is usually considered solely
have! need Tiardly be said, was not adequate
industries
with reference to the Ingenious mod- various protected
to put on record theW pleas to meet the demands of the worlds
ern devices and mechanisms which been able
This week rapidly growing commerce. The dragDrotectlon.
have made possible the aeroplane or for continued
on
the wool ging conditions in the investment
closed
were
the airship. One raralr stops to con the hearings
un
the two hottest market were plainly shown by the
sider the peculiar demands made on and cotton schedules
small flotations during
expectedly
tariff.
entire
the
in
.
imthe human body la the field of aer-- points of dispute
obtainable in- January. It is known that many
ia navigation and the physiologic re Judging from the best course of the portant issues had been held back
formation, also by the
juisites for successful conquest of
considerable cuts will awaiting more satisfactory conditions
the air by man. In ballooning the hearings, while
The total isbe made In the schedules, none will in the money market
. limitations set by altitude and its atwere
month
sues
for
the
only about
dis
mean
serious
tendant Involvement of respiration be attempted that
a
$170,000,000,
large portion of which
as are made
fiave Jong been appreciated. In the turbance. Such changes
was
for
purposes. This
refunding
isolated indusmodern pursuit of aviation, however, will affect only a few
was nearly $200,000,000 less than the
for
taken
now
can
be
It
grant
this aspect Is only one of many that tries.
will be enforced new flotation the same time last year.
Involve the performance of the hu- ed that no revision
Whether the present high rates for
have
Is
Ijkalylto
any general efman machine In the air. We cannot that
at large. Revenue money abroad are due to the demand
xpect man to fly by his own efforts. fort upon trade
or to
any for capital having outrun supply
alone will prevent
The eminent Berlin physiologist, necessities
credit situain
the
"
any
overexpansion
next
the
In
April
Professor Zuutz, has pc'nted out that drastic changes..-seen. Certainly
for debate in the tion remains to be
the clew to the successful pursuit tariff
is no such, overexpansion in the
there
of aviation is to be sought in the do- house,, when its effect upon public United States. During the week the
than
main of psychology. Whether it be opinion iay,;a.Ifl prove greater
Neverthe- stock market showed a steadily hardReserves.
its
importance
aerial
or
in
ia flying in a balloon
fact"remains that only a few ening tendency. This should continue
propulsion with the aid. of a motor, less, the
in the absence of any additional uncertain organs of the body are of pre- special iuddsttfftSViU be affected by favorable developments. The Turkish
eminent importance, and their nor- tariff revision and these contingen situation, though it requires watching,
mal performance Is indispensable for cies have been fully discounted.
Is not as serious as it looks. The
Concerning polities in general, It
success. One need only recall some
Turks
naturally refuse to relinquish
of
much
that
of the features associated with the should be remembered
4
without
assuming an attitude of bluff
comes from
performance of the. organs of sense the present agitation
the struggle. Largtoward
continuing
to realize how largely they deter- what is called social unrest. The lat er gold exports to Europe may serve
and
ter
is a complex problem
springs
mine the poise of the flyer and his
sources. Its main in to keep money here comparatively
ability to attain equilibrium and to from variousV:
is the wages ques- firm.
adjust his balance promptly. The citement, however,
HENRY" CLEWS.
the present high
from
action of man is guided by his tion, arising
senses. They bring directly to the cost of living, v The latter is heing
In CHILD WELFARE CONFERENCE.
certain
consciousness
impressions slowly, albeit painfully adjusted.
are
some
cases
declining,
prices
which control familiar movements,
llarrisburg, Pa., Feb. 4. Juvenile
of food products, as a result courts, compulsory education, public
such as walking, running, jumping
and other performances of skill and of last year's beneflciont harvest. In play grounds and numerous other
dispatch. Every one appreciates how other cases relief Is being partially subjects relating to the general probthe unexpected sight pf something effected throiich wage concessions- lem of child welfare are scheduled
scale of pay has been par- for discussion at a. three days' conhorrible may alter the posture of the i whoro-th- c.
liniiv. bow lhe hniv ! nntomnt ct IV Itcuiariy low. n tmouiu ue iimra uim ference which met in this cityy today
arched backward when ' some ob most of the labor troubles aro In the tinder the auspices of the Pennsylvastruction suddenly presents itself to ranks ot low paid labor. Business in nia Congress ot Mothers. Governor
view. These nntural movements to jreneral continues active in spite of tun-- Tener, Bishop Darlington, president
avoid a collision m:iy lead to danger- face dlscouraeeinent. Distribution is Noble of Dickinson college, Mrs.
ous situations if they are uncon- active and mills as a rule are still Frederic Scheff, president of the
a slight National
Congress of Mothers, and
sciously executed by an aviator running full, time. Barring
In the
Miss Julia Lnthrop, director of the
whoso hand happens to be guiding mid inoieot P(l slowing down
the mechanism of a flying machine. Iron trade, there is no important dimi- Children's Bureau at Washington,
Our
are to address the several sessions.
The conmiest. of t
bm sftys Tho nution of business activity.
the
fontlmies
heavy
Astiadu
large,
Journal of the American Medical
an
sociation, requires not only the outward movement of grain being
HOPPE AND SUTTON AGAIN.
house
feature.
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New York, Feb. 4. The
continue
railroad
maearnings
and
returns
human
of
the
but
development
to
the
ns
championship at 18.2 balkiine
chines which can conlrol them under incontrovertible testimony
will bo contested for again
billiards
second
In
the
of
trade.
lnrlus-3fitvolume
new
New
conditions.
large
entirely
an4 new occupations have their week of January Iwnk clearings at all tomorrow night, when William. F.
diseases. To this class cltifis of the United States were nearly Hoppe will defend the title against
11
ner cent over last year. The in George Sutton, the Chicago veteran.
characteristic
the
malady
"..longs
affair
des avlateurs to which the new-pr- crease in railroad earnings during the The match will be a
forma-tce- s
ol aviation subject same period was 15 per cent In ex and will be played in the assembly
i'.ivoiees. The conquest of the cess of a year a so. Such facts are room of the Hotel Astor, Hoppe and
Sutton have been doing Rome fine
Us hrougbt problems, that border significant.
field of the physiologist and
New .York is relatively the cheapest work in practice and both appear to
;'::.
ax well as on (he domain money market in the world, a condi- be In excellent form for the chamtion which naturally facilitates th out- - pionship contest.
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PEOPLE

R'inuiss at a Time.

FINANCIAL AND MANUFACTURING
CIRCLES NOW KNOW WHAT
TO EXPECT

biatered at the pos toff tee at Last
Uts Vegas, New Mexico, lor transmis
sion through the United States maili
3 second class matter.

ON TRIAL

HE BLEW UP
Mrs. Delia Lcn
Unable to Stand
CnKer Feet More Than a Few

of the policf

'n

50

'

UPSET, BILIOUS,
No

CASCARETS

Headache, Biliousness,
or Constipation

bad Taste
by

Morning

Are you keeping your bowels, liver
and stomach clean, pure and fresh
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
passageway through these alimentary
or drainage organs every few days
with salts, Cathartic Pills, castor oil
or Purgative Waters.
Let
Stop having a bowel wash-day- .
CaBcarets thoroughly cleanse rnd
regulate the stomach, remove the undigested, sour and fermenting food
and foul gases, taker the excess bile
frim the liver and cirry out of the
system all the decomposed waste
matter and poisons In the Intestines
and bowels,
A Casca.ret tonight will make you
feel

great

by morning.

They
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I
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(Continued from Page One!

years."
The bomb which caused the death
of Mrs. Herrera resulted in the probable lots of her husband's eyes and
the serious injury of Miss Fughtinan,
a boarder. Like those sent to Mrs.
Taylor and Judge Rosalsky. it was enclosed in a pasteboard box. Herrera
seeing no address on the wrapper,
asked his wife if it was hers. She
opened it
Mrs. Tayloj, or Grace Walker, was
killed a year and a day ago. The
infernal instrument was made up to
resemble a box of candy and she was
instantly killed. Until today the reason why her death was sought remained unknown..
The attempt on Judge Rosalsky's
life was made when interest was focused on the 30 year sentence imposed
by the judge on Brandt, Mortimer
Schiefs valet The instrument was
sent to the jurist's home and placed
on the library table. He did not like
its appearance and notified the bureau of combustibles. Inspector Owen
opened it in the judge's library, and
by the explosion his hand was maimed
and his face and shoulders lacerated.
"Kid" Walker, who, Farrell declares,
was the betrayer of his daughter, was
shot down on the. Bowery nearly 26
years ago.
Deputy Commissioner
said
Dougherty
today he would try
to solve the old mystery.
SICK?

THE OLD RELIABLE

ASSAULT

.

Continued From Page One)
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soreams referred to by hia daughter.
Dr. Wyman said that after he had
heard the screams, he and his son,
Dr. Marion Wyman, rushed over to
the Beach home and were admitted by
Beach to a room in which Mrs. Beach
was lying on the sofa with blood
streaming from her throat.
Beach told him that his wife had
been stabbed by a negro, who attacked
her when she took her dogs out for
an airing. On cross examination. Dr.
Wyman said the attitude of Beach
and his wife toward each other could
not be regarded as hostile.
Dr. Marlon Wyman testified (hat
he heard three distinct eets ot
screams from the vicinity of the Beach
home an then a knock on the door
followed by the sound of a voice commanding:
."Let me in; this is Beach."
Examined closely on this point, the
witness said that he asked Beach
next day about the knock on the
door and that Beach had explained
to him that after carrying his wife
into the house he had secured his
and had gone outside again in
search of the assailant.
Mr. and Mrs. Beach sat together
today in the Aiken county couri
house and heard the prosecuting attorney attempt to prove to a jury or.
countrymen that the New York society man had made a murderous attack on his wife with a penknife in
v
Aiken last winter.
called by
were
witnesses
Eleven
the state and a-- slow start was made
In their
examinations. Prosecutor
Gunter directed his efforts to attack-in- ?
the story told by Beach.and sub
stantiated his wife, to the effect that
Mrs. Beach had been attacked by a
negro when she left the house to
give her dogs an airing.
Dr. Hastings Wyman and his son,
Dr. Marion
Wyman, who examined
Mrs. Beach's wound soon after she
was cut, expressed the opinion that
the stab was inflicted from behind.
The theory of the physician is that
Beach attacked his wife while she
was running away from him.
When court reconvened at 1:35
o'clock the two physicians were the
only witnesses who had been exam
Colonel Henderson, of coua
ined.
sel for the defense, indicated he later would have the Jury inspect the
premises of the Beach home.

ftj
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Sole Agents
The Combination Power Machine

tr

For Plowing, Seeding, Discing, Harrowing, Hauling, Road Work, Harvesting
Running Feed Grinders, Ensilage Cutters, Hay Balers, Treshing Machines
Etc. The most economical and practical tool ever invented for the medium
sized farmer.
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East Las Vegas, N. M.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.,
Rumors regarding the methods to
New York," Ft. 4. Movements of be adopted in bringing about the disstocks were uncertain during the fore- solution of the Hariman lines caused
Pacific which
noon, with some wide .fluctuations. selling of Southern
News of the resumption of activity in yielded
Other stocks also became

CITY LIVE STOCK

s

.

E. L. BEAL

Kansas City, Ftb. 1. Cattle, rtceipts
Mar11,000, including 400 southerns.
ket steady. Native steers f78 75;
southern steers $67.B0;. southern
cows and heifers $3.856'.50; native
cows and heifers 47.50; stockers
and feeders $5.87.50; bulk f5'tfC;
calves $6.5O10; western steers 16 .
western cows $46.50.'
Adv.
Market Z
Hogs, rtceipts 18,000.
cents higher. Bulk of sales
MEET.
BUTTERMAKERS
7.60; heavy $7.407.5T1; butchers and
Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 4.
of Wisconsin gathered here packers f7.B07.65; lights $7.50
in large number today for the an- 7.60; pigs $6.257.25.
Sheep, receipts 10,000. Market steanual convention of their state assocMutons $45.60; Colorado lambs
dy.
iation. The program of the meeting
covers three days and provides for $8(g8.50; range wethers and yearlings
addresses by a number of noted $57.50; range ewes 3.505.
dairying experts. In connection with
the meeting there is an elaborate ; CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
exhibition of dairy products and maChicago, Feb. 4. Resumption of the
chinery.
Turkish war brought about higher
prices for wheat today. Thtrt were
oieo unfavorable crop reports from
Lisa
Italia. The fact however, that rFriend celp's continued liberal northwest of
here, served to check buying enthuA Duty that Every Man Owe to Thoie siasm. The opening was
to
who Perpetuate the Race.
h grer.
to
May started at 93
, the same change from last niaiit
as. the market taken
altogether. A
rise to 93
followed. The close was
firm with May at $39.;, a net gai-,- 0f
K-4-

:

information may be had by calling on me at the Las Vegas

Roller Mills.

work

while you sleep never gripe, sicken
or cause any inconvenience, and cost
only 10 cents a box from your druggist. Millions of men and women
take a uascaret uow and then and
never have Headache, Biliousness,
coated tongue,
indigestion, sour
Stomach or Constipated Bowels. CaIn every household.
scarets
belong
Children just love to take them.

Butter-maker-

& Co.

Gross, Kelly

the Balkans was a depressing influ
ence and London showed 'numerous
losses, but the effect of foreign news
was rather to check the amount of
business than to force down Quota
tions, the international stocks being
the stronger. Uncertainty as to the
action aken hy American Can direct
ors later in the day was reflected ti
the erratic fluctuotions of the stock
The chief losses were confined to the
specialties, and standard iszzss shew
ed some independence of the move
ment, Steel and the coalers developing strength. Bonds were irregular.
Can rose to above yesterday's closing on the announcement of the ratification of the new fnanclng.
ThL
marking otherwise was firm, hut ex
ceedingly quiet
;

heavy and Canadian Pacific and Colorado Fuel broke sharply.
The market closed heavy. Traders
sold the general list move freely, owing to the persistent pressure against
Southern Pacific, which Ml over two
Western stocks generally
points.
rhowed relatively more weakness than
other issues aside from a few of the
m'nor specialties In which individual
consideration figures.
The iaat sales vera as fol'ows:
73
Amalgamated Copper
. . .116
Sugar . .
03
Atchison
...
163
Reading
105
Southern Pacific
160
Union Pacific
64
United States Steel
10S
United States Steel, pfd

.........

The Ideal Shopping
Place
.

LMher's

This is the home of "RedferrT and "Palmer"
made suits, Kippcndorf, Dittman and Ziegler
Bros., shoes for women.

i

'

May corn opened a fbatle t tVaCt''.4
Hid cllm'io.d to
up at BSfg to ri2
'
'
The ticso vas firm with
2T5a.
men
should
It Ih Just
Impoiinnt tlnt
know of progri'BMlvo nii'iliodn In advance of May 1 cent ne. higher for corn at

"

'

ii
Tli? BuffiTliur, pain nnt
niiitliorliood.
Incident to clilld bcnrlmr can tx onslly
voided liy touring nt linnd a bottle of
May oats, which htartd a rixt 'euth
Mid her's Krtenrt.
at
to.n'liel 3lfi:U',4 nd
higher
1
a wonderful, penetrntinK, M'teis
Thin
that relieves all tension then advanced t iU'i.
rial application
lea andi Miahlea them toetpand
upon the m
Provisions dispLiynd flrmne'g nn
a.
without the painful strain upon 1 lie
Account of an upiarn nt the .yaieV
Thus there la avoided all thoao nop-tospells : the tendency to nausea or morn-In- s: First sales wort 5 to 10 dearer with
alcknexg la counteracted, and a hrljtht,
U. $1:1.30 for l0rY,;
mmny, happy disposition la preserved that May at $19.17
reflects wonderfully upon the character and $10.30 for lard r.c.d rib i.
temperarnrjit of the little one soon to opea
The closing quotations were;
It eyes In bewilderment at the Joy of hla
You
ran obtain a boffin of
arrival.
Wheat, May 9314; July
Sep.
"Mother's Friend" at any drug store at
$1.00, and It will be the bent dollar's worth temlmr !0.
ever
obtained.
It preserves the mothyou
Corn, May
July SIM; Septemer's health, enables her to rrinfce a quick
and complete recovery, and tints with re- ber 55i,i.
newed strength, she will eagerly devote
Oats, May
SeptemJuly
herself to the care and 'attention which
mean so much to the welfare of the child. ber 34i,4.
Write to the Bradlleld Itegulator Co.,
$19.37.

B254.

3J.

33;
34;

Lamar

Bills?.,

Ga., for their valubook 0f piidanee for
(jet a. bottle of Moth-

Atlanta,

able and Instructive
expectant mothers,
er friend

Stetson lists and Shoes and Stein
Bloch
' v
;
!;-V,
Men
Ciothes'ior
:vl
Ferris (lood Service Shoes for Children
,

;

Every department is filled with fine merchandise selected from the best makes to be had.
Quality is our moito.
The Home of Everything Good Solicits
Your Patronage

'The

ctosic of Quality"
'

31;

Pork, May $19.42; July
Lard, May $10.33; July $10.37.
Ribs. May $10.32: July $10.30.
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PERSONALS
A.

J. Thull ol

WatrouB was a

OF LENT

WILL BEGIN AT

vis-

.

itor here today.

H. L. Pollard of Espanola is in the
city for a few days.
L. H. Gibson of Santa Fe was a
visitor in the city today.
OF
L. A. Griley of La Junta is here FOR FORTY DAYS A PERIOD
FASTING AND PRAYER WILL
on a several days' business trip.
" ' ' BE OBSERVED
Roman Gallegos is in the city on a
Valen-cia- .
from
few days' business trip
Tomorrow is Ash Wenesday, the
of Lent For forty days
Mrs.
beginning
Fidel Ortiz, accompanied by
fatihful
members of the Catholic,
the
to
Santa
a
visit
for
Ortiz, left today
Episcopal and one or two other denoFe.
of
R. H. Tuttle, an official of the San- minations will observe the season
to
ta Fe coast lines, passed through fasting and prayer. In addition
devotions the
here today In his business car, No. those
faithful, also are expected to abstain
412.
C. 1. Black and John Hartman of as much as possible from worldly
Mlshawaka were in the ctiy today on amusements. Dancing, parties and
theaters, according to the recommen
business.
of Archbishop J. B. Pitaval, are
is
here
dation
J. G. Montoya, a rancher,
on a few days' business trip from to be avoided during Lent, not. parti
Penasco.
cularly because they are sinful in
this
left
themselves hut because they distract
of
Las
J. A. Baca
Vegas
afternoon on a short business trip the attention of the Christian irom
ihe real spirit of Lent Regarding
to Santa Fe.
reBen Williams, cnief special officer fasting the church Is lenitent, not
of the Santa Fe Railway company, is quiring those persons engaged in
"hard work to limit the number or
in the city on business.
J. W. Gates and party passed amount of their 'meals. However, on
through this afternoon on train Mo. certain days,, including Fridays, it is
1 In their private car Superb.
required that meat not be eaten.
Ash Wednesday will be observed to- W. J. Stehle, representative of the
Morris Packing company, is here on morrow at the Church of the Imma
of which Rev.
culate Conception,
his weekly business trip from
Father Adrian Rabeyrolle is pastor,
with mass at 7:30 o'clock in the morn
INVOKES BLUE LAWS.
ing. At tills mass the ashes will be
St.' Louis, Feb. 4. The St. Louis blessed and distributed. This custom
court of appeals today refused to ap- is followed to remind the faithful that
ply the Missouri blue law to save a lire is uncertain and they must pre
local merchant from paying for an pare for yielding their souls to God
advertisement in the Sunday Post and their bodies to the dust. On each
Dispatch.
Friday evening during Lent the revo
The merchant sought exemption tion of the Way of the Cross will be
from the debt on the plea that the observed at this church.
Snn-da- y
At St Paul's Memorial
Episcopal
publication of a newspaper on
the
of
Sunday church, of which Rev. J. S. Moore is
was a violation
law. , The court of appeals ruled that rector, Asb Wednesday will be obas the merchant was a party to the served with holy communion at 7:30
contract for publication of his adver- o'clock in the morning. In the even-a- t
tisement on Sunday, he could not in7:30 o'clock there will be evening
voke the Sunday law to secure re Draver. On Thursday. Friday and
lease from payment.
Saturday afternoons at 4:15 o'clock
A similar case before the Kansas there will be Lenten services In this
City court of appeals was decided church.
It is likely these services
In an opposite manner and the entire will be continued during the entire
matter now will be taken to the season of Lent
state supreme court for
On Friday afternoon the first of a
series of missionary addresses will be
given at St. Paul's parish. The offerWOOL TRADE ACTIVE.
ing on this day will be for the Ladies'
Boston, Feb. 4 A good movement auxiliary.
All services will be held in
in domestic wool is reported in near- the chapel and Rev. Mr. Moore wishes
this
ly all grades. Values hold fairly his "parishioners to remember
steady, although there is a tendency fact.
to shade prices on special lines.
There is much division of opinion
Trading in territory stock has been among the society folk, and especially
in original bags with Montana sell- among the younger set, as to how
ing for 21 cents, Dakota at 25 and they will observe Lent Some are of
Colorado at 25. Fall Texas wools the
opinion that it will be all right
are still In demand and brihg 19 to continue to dance provided the
cents in the grease. Pulled wool is
"ragging" dances are discontinued. It
more active. Reports from the were is considered by some that this would
Indicate that the growers are waiting be a great sacrifice, as the "rags" are
for higher prices before marketing all the go and are greatly enjoyed.
.
the 1913 clip.
,
Others say 4!iey will not dance, but
they will attend a good play if one
happens along. Some declare they will
"NICK" GETS uZTTER..
St Petersburg, Feb. 4. The auto- ?o to plays and dances but will give
graph tetter sent by the Emperor up candies,: hot chocolates, sundaes
Francis Joseph of Austria was pre- and other favorite good things, llow
sented to Emperor Nicholas today at ever, indications are that the Lenten
the palace of Tzarskoe Selo by season, if It does not end the social
do'rgn for 40 days, will cause a perPrince
The Russian emperor af- ceptible slowing down of the
social pace, which has been ttrenu-mis- t
with Sergius
terward conferred
t'.is fall and winter.
affairs.
Saaonoff, minister of foreign
No intimation was given as to the
Louis Rosenback came up last
contents of tne imperial correspond
ence.
night from Albuquerque on business.

MIDNIGHT

.

.
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Paint Without Oil
Remarkable Discovery that Cuts Down
the Cost of Paint Seventy-Fiv- e
Per Cent
A Free Trial Package Is Mailed to
Every One Who Writes.
A. L. Rice, a prominent manufacturer of Adams, N, T., has discovered
a process of making a new kind of
paint without the ubo of oil. He calls
it Powdrpaint It comes In" the form
of a dry powder and all that Is re
quired in cold watr to make a paint
weather proof, fire prof and as durable as oil paint. It adheres to any
surface, wood, stone or brick, spreads
costs
and looks like oil paint and
as much.
about
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice, Alanuf'r.,
236 North St., Auams, N. Y., and he
will send you a free trial package,
also color card and full information
you can save a
showing you how
good many dollars. Write today.
one-fourt- h

KELLY BUNCH
TOO MUCH

IS

FOR

HOIS
WINS THE GAME 174 THE ELKS'
TOURNAMENT HANDILY
LAST NIGHT.
Standfi-.-

of the Teams
Won lx)st

g

Team
Ament
AMVenie
W'ilten
Kelly
Losey

Trumbull
Hoke ...

:

Pet

3

0

1.000

3

1

.750
.500
.500

2

2

2

2

1

2

1

3

1

3

.333
.250
.250

MISSED THE GOVERNOR.
Foo Chow, China, Feb. 4. A bomb
of Foo
thrown at the civil

e
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You will find
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it a great satisfaction to do

Home Bafobg
;

Yon will make biscuit, cake and

pastry-clean-

CORN FOR TEXAS.

Fort Worth, Texas, Feb. 4. A spe
train left here
cial demonstration
this morning for a trip through the
Texas corn belt to demonstrate the
corn.
This
possibiiiHlos of Kafir
grain Is believed to be especially
well adapted to the soil in the' black
land belt and its general planting is
being urged upon the growers.

1
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fresh and tasty better every way
than the ready made foods.
Dr. Price's Baking Powder is specially
devised for home use, and makes home
baking easy and a delight. It will protect you from the dread alum baking
powders, which are too frequently found
in the ready made articles, and insure
you food of the highest healthfuhiess.

TO LECTURE

Twenty Years from Now

HERE

Where Will You Stand In the Ladder of Succes
FREE ILLUSTRATED LECTURE FOR
SANTA FE EMPLOYES AND
THEIR FRIENDS

SOCIETY WEDDING.
New York, Fob. 4. A wedding of
Interest In New York society today
was that of Miss Nina Chtsolm,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. Ogden
Chlsolm, and Alvln TJntermyer, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Untermyer.

The ceremony was performed at the
home of the bride's parents, the Rev.
Dr. Moffet officiating.
IOWA ADVERTISING

CLUBS.

Waterloo, la., Feb. 4. Waterloo is
entertaining for three oays the third
annual convention of the Associated
Advertising Clubs of Iowa. Delegates
are in attendance from Des Moines,
Sioux City, Cedar Rapids, Iowa City,
Clinton, Davenport, Fot Dodge and
several other cities.

Twenty Years from now do you wish to be where you are to'day? If not, begin now to
achieve, and you can't do it on your muscle; it must be done on your money with your
brain. If you want to be a man amonsr men you must have power money and brains

"Safety first" is the slogan that every railroad throughout the country
is taking up. A wel,lorganized cam
paign has been launched whereby the
employes of the various roads are being constantly reminded of how to
work with safety; "Safety First" or as
th
Santa Fe puts it, "Get the
Safety Habit" in ' their daily occupations.
The Santa Fe ia taking a foremost
part in this campaign and has a head
safety man with a corps of assistants
whose job It is to persistently sing
the song of safety in the ears of the
"all the way" employes.
Next Monday night at the Y. M. C.
A. the head safety man, Mr. Hale,
is to deliver a talk, not a lecture, he
says, just a talk, on "The Safety Habit" He will bring with him a stereop-tico- n
and moving picture machine
with" which he will illustrate his talk.
Preceding Mr. Hale's talk will be a
musical and literary entertainment to
be furnished by local Santa Fe folk.
All employes of the Santa Fe are
not only invited but urged to attend.
They will be entertained that's worth
something and they will gain infor
mation for their own protection
which is worth a whole lot more.
Mr. Hale says: "The safety move
ment cencerns directly every one of
out 75,000 employes and the comfort
and happiness of our families. We
and help
need their
theyj can give it to us by attending
this entertainment There will be no
foimalities Just a family gathering,
and we ought to get acquainted. Be
sure to bring mother, wife or best
girl."
The entertainment will be free.

bring power.

Your Pass Book Is Ready for You Now

PEOPLE'S BANK & TRUST CO.
CAPITAL

S106.000.00

OFFICE US
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Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Ivo W. Lively,

y
tJ

Assistant Secretary
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The Most

Delirious Coffee

rr

Coffee-makingbecomesle-

of a fine

v

ss

art and more of an exact science

with an Electric Coffee Percolator. Not
only is percolation by elecricity the right
way and the dainty way to brew fragrant
)
cuntc, uui it. is ins twuiiuiiiiwai wajr

J
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quickly and easily.
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is a durable device whose attractiveness
matss an ideal rift of lasttnsr worth.
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"Just Happen"
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Percolator

An Electric

l

at your table

you can make coffee right

I

n

well. All the aroma ana strength
'
r
ui uic touee iDean i censerveut ana
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But are the result of the

Qeofes Romero. Vice President

W. Harris, President

Things Do Not

but

the governor escaped uninjured. At
once the governor dashed at his
would-bassassin, and, with the pld
succeedec In arresting
of others,

4, 1913.

HEAD SAFETY Mi

The Hoke team, which for some
time was one .of tne holders of first
place in the Elks' bowling league,
was last evening sent down into th(
cellar position of tne league by. thu
reorganized Kelly team. The Keny
bowlers all rolledin good form, the
team total for the three strings being 2,135 pins.
Henriquez of the Kelly team was
high man with a total ptnfall of 504
pins, while Amason of the same team
was second high man with a total
of 466 pins. The team scores were LARGE TICKET SALE
as follows: Kelly team Henriquez,
504 pins; Strass, 455 pins; Amanson,
ASSURES BIG CROUD
4CC pins; Martin, 424 pins;' Danziger,
Hoke
2S6 pins; total,
2,135 pins.
team Conway, 433 pins; Lujan, 328 DANCE AT ARMORY TONIGHT
pins; R. F. Johnson, 351 pins; DunBY WOMAN'S-- CLUB TO BE
can, 430 pins; Hoke, 451 pins; total,
JOtLY AFFAIR
2,003 pins.
The enormous sale of tickets for
SITE.
MASSACHUSETTS'
the dance to be given by the Woman's
San Francisco, Feb. 4. Close to Club of Las Vegas- tonigh tat the arthe .hay shore, Massachusetts, the mory shows that this Is to be one
old bay state, took the title today of
the biggest social events of the
to the site on which she will erect year. The music will be the best
the pavilion that will represent ner obtainable and as this ia the last big
"International
at the Panama-Paciti-c
dance before Lent, It Is expected that
exposition In 1915, Miss Caroline all
society wilt turn out to enjoy it
Bisn-op
Hughes, 11 year "old daughter of
Woman's club Is giving this dance
The
Edwin H. Hughes of Massachusfor the purpose of building a walk
etts, raised the state flag.
to the Masonic cemetery and thereby
benefiting all the citizens of Las Ve
LOSES STRICKEN SHIP
gas, In that heretofore when the
Newport News, Va,, Feb. 4 After weather was disagreeable the public
towing a disabled unknown bchoonet had to wade in "the eversticWng" New
within 10) miles of Cape Henry ard Mexico mud to reach the
cemetery.
then losing her, the British steamer All ciHs-Cir-j
jheu'-give this dance
"ArLondon
to
from
fort
Roumania,
their hearty support for this reason.
thur, put in here today for coal antf Don't forget the time and the place,
a
life boats, with her log showing
the armory at 9 p. in.
terrific battle with heavy gales.

rjhow today killed 20 bystanders,
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telligent work of a healthy
body and brain-- But
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body and brain cannot
do their best

work unless

nourished ami built up on
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Grape-Nut- s
is a

d

which will
constitution and
for the
unison
to
act
in
enable
them
The
Cincinnati, O., Feb.
nual convention of the Hardwool protection of thoir property and in
claims agamst
ithe prosecuting certain
association,
,Manufacture,rs'
the
hardwood
government.
lumber organizastrongest
tion tn existence, bepnn In this city
'
GOLF AT PINEHURST.
today with an attendance of members representing nearly all sections
Pinehurst, N. C, 'eb. 4. Auspicof the country. Insurance, railroad ious conditions attended the i renins
rates, Inspection rules and a variety at the ritiehurst Country chib tOiUy
of other subjects of common Interest of the ninth annual St Vaieutiua's
to the lumbermen are slated for dis- golf tournament, Tha tournament,
cussion. . President W, K DeLaney which, will last through ;h s r m !i
of the weok, has at t
a - o
of this city fa prosMsng ever the sesnumber of well known 1 1. e s (o.i
sions, w hich will last two days.
various sections of the country.

food made

of wheat and bsrley and

con-

tains the vital food elements
in form for easy digestion.

NO

MEET.

MANY LUMBERMEN

the right kind of food.

an-

MORE

POLYGMS.Y.

Indiana poV.8, iVb. 4 An .i
ment to the ci st.l-t- .
a o t'
cd States prohibllinff poVfc'ai
sought In a Joli t re .:. ., .i
.IuoihI la It 3 1 iwor tos.so t t
diana lcc',situr today. Th
!
latures ol cth.T tt'toi
r
join la the RrP,'i'.ii'On f r
ment.

t--

It meets
ments for

Nature's requirebuilding

strong

bodies and active brains.
When these are healthy a
person

is

equipped to "do

things."
"There's a Reason"

INDIANS

HOLD

GREAT

COUNCIL

Cass Lake, .Minn., Feb. 4. Chiefs
and o:!u r leaders of the Chippewa
Indians ia Minnesota rounded up
here today for a great council meeting, the first iliat the tribe has held
In years. The purpose of the conference is to organs the Indians to
a permanent corpora ta body, with

CALHOUN TO F;CTL r N.
.
m ,1.
Washington Feb. 4
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Calhoun, United States n
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'liw Tower It
":

To

Erected in Connecticut
and the Local Board

n

of

Ey EAR BAR

Trde.

The Giube pr
Wests herewith a picture of the ne
Just completed on Poets Seat,
'Greenfield. H is built of local sacd
fcUm and commands a beautiful view
x.; 6Ld down the Connecticut Valley
cf tie Shelburne Hills on the west
fni cthtr ranges of hills to the east
On a c'f&r day a view of 40 mile
.a be obtained. The cost of tha
towr is something more than $2.Cm.m.. i,
Of this tee town appropriated f 1,500;
evrI hundred dollars was secured j
the Board of Trade of Greenfield.
The plans were drawn by Jerome j
Alien,

Te of Greenfield

A

GIRLS

BOYD.

but now

I

well," the quiet girl
was Baying to the little group of In-

timate friends, "for mother and aunt
and grandmother to Insist on a girl's
being ladylike and retiring and modest and ail that. But If she does, she
gets left."
"What's the trouble, Phoebe?"
chorused the group.
'Xo particular trouble," blithely returned Phoebe. "But I was JUBt think-in- ;
such advice la out of date. If a
girl takes it nowadays, it'll make her
a wallflower and eventually an old
maid, or, I suppose I should Bay, bach-I- f
elor girl."

'Something has gone wrong," said
one of the girls sagely.
"Did you know Sue Dickinson
married again?" asked Phoebe.

"Sol" ejaculated the others. "Who

to?"

"Kenneth Leaverett

"You don't mean It!"
"Yes, I do. And that's what feet me
e
to thinking upon
advice. In
spite of everything tier parents said,
she ran away, you remember, and married Xed Wiiloughby.
Then she quarreled with him and finally got a
divorce. And now in less than a year
she is married again. And here are
oH-tim-

Si mi

all of us, quiet, ladylike,
girls, hanging yet on the parental
stem."
"Huh!" said one Indignantly. "I
wouldn't want to marry either Ned
well-bre- d

j

Wiiloughby
j
j
:

ew Poet's Seat Tower at Greenfield.

a New York, architect,
en to the town by Mr.

and were givAllen without
financial compensation. The buiidt-- r
wa3 Peter Barber.
The tower Is 41 feet and 3 Inches
fclgh from grr.de to the top platform,
with a stone parapet four feet high
fcnd corner pinnacles eight feet high.
Tta walla are IS Inches tihck, with

or

Kenneth.

Leaverett"

"That may be." replied Phoebe,
"But even if you had, you wouldn't
have had the chance. You're not for
ward enough. I don't want to get into
personalities," she said hastily, as she
saw a gleam in the other girl's eye.
"I'm just drawing deductions. As
you know, I was invited to a house
party last week, out at WTiitney's perfectly superb home. And who do you
think was the most popular girl there,
quiet, w bred little me or charming
Not a bit of it. It
Alice Markham?
via? a loud, giggling individual who
talked constantly, laughed constantly,
played jokes on the men, kept herself
in every way possible In the center
11

cf the stage. The men simply flecked
n slight better about half the height around her. They hovered over her like
over a Cower. And the rest of
the tower, thus Increasing the
and ladylike
tthlckness ef the walls at the bottom. tin sat off In well-breThere are three reinforced concrete quiet and talked to each other."
"That sort of thing doesn't last,"
The Btalrs from the
llatforms.
arronnd to the second platform fire observed one.
"She had a good time while It did
made of reinforced concrete with
The upper list, though. And that's more than
sasdings at each tarn.
flight to the top, or observation plat- the rest of us did."
"I wouldn't care for the attentions
form, is a circular Iron staircase place
In a corner, to give the maximum plat- of men like that," said another.
form on the second and third plat"Oh, they were good enough, as men
forms.
go," replied Phoebe. "You have to
Ali stairs are about three feet wide. take them as they are. You can't
All railings are four feet high. Those make them to ordet"
in the triple arches on the second
It seems to me, then, said a
platform are of stone, while those in j fourth, "that the men are to blame
the other openings are or iron, ine for all the forwardness and flippancy
stair railings are also of Iron.
in girls, and the way they dress and
all the other things they do that they
TAKES NAP IN WRONG HOUSE shouldn't It would be sort of com
b-- es

f

d

fortable to blame the men for it all.
.Bewildered Intruder Is Arrested After wouldn't it?"
"They won't care," quoth Phoebe.
Alarming Occupants of Building
"They'll go right on showering all
In Cincinnati.
their attentions on the girl with the
Cincinnati, Ohio. It was six o'clock most false hair and the biggest hats
in tb morning', when Police Operator and the tightest skirts and the
Abel received a telephone call from, readiest laugh, whether there is anya woman living in the Cat building at thing to laugh at or not."
lie northeast corner of York and "Let them," Interrupted another.
Freeman avenues. She was very
"There's something more to life
much excited and declared that a than merely pleasing the men. If I
inrglar wa In the place.
prefer refinement and good breeding
One minote after Lieutenant Couver and good taste, or think they are
sent Knapp, Fifth district station right andjthelr opposites wrong, I am
house keeper to the place, and three not going to throw them over merely
minutes thereafter the cause of the to win masculine favor. I think we
trouble as in the hands of the police. ought to get down to the bedrock fact
t,
The alarm lesulted when Sam
of what Is right and worth while, not
fifty-fou- r
years old, who says merely to whether our conduct will
tils home Is at the Kiug3 Mills hotel j win fleeting popular favor. We want
at Kings Mills, Ohio, wandered into those things in our character that are
the place some time In the night. going to give lis lasting satisfaction.
There is a heating stove In the hall And, believe me, none of ns here
and Sam curled up behind the stove would find lasting satisfaction In the
and took a nap. The place looked regard of men who like vulgarity In
Just like his home, he said.
divss and manner. And, believe me,
When he woke up ha was bewil- too, the nicest men don't. And even
dered and In order to get his bearings If they seem to for a little while, it Is
he rapped on the various doors he either out of idle curiosity, or to put
encountered. When the occupants of in time, or a mere passing fancy.
tin rooms peeped through a crack in I'll stick to the advices of mothers and
the door and saw the invader they aunts and grandmothers. They have
were frightened. The next step was been observing human nature a much
to call for the police.
longer time than wo have, and they
Sam says his mind is a blank as to know how It wears."
liis involuntary visit.
"Well," said Phoebe, "'I suppose the
girl with high standards of conduct
WOLVES EAT FOUR PERSONS is of more value to society than the
girl without them. And I suppose it
Packs of Famished Anima's, Driven Is worth while to be of some value
From Mountains by Snows, Tersomewhere."
rorize Low Country.
"And I'd rather have my
said another, "than the attenLisbon, Portugal. Famished wolves tion of a dozen
men for doing somedevoured four persons in the neighthat I thought beneath me."
borhood of a village In the Province thing
of Pt'ira.
I
Sergeant Didn't "Sabby."
large pucks of the starving aniSergt. Mike Drew was at one time
mals have come down from the gor- SOS cf th Sierra da Esttrella, whence a Quartermaster sergeant In the Phll- they have been driven owing to the lupines. He believed he had a workdeep snows, and they are terrorizing ing knowledge of the language of the
the low country. They attack lonely 'stands, which tho soldiers call "Bamfarms at night, and persons traveling boo Spanish."
One day a party of tourists were
lose along the roads are In constant
to get two Filipinos to under-Men- d
trying
(Sanger.
that they wanted some trunks
A $rreat hunt was organized by the
country inhabitants In the Province taken down to the station. The tour
f Pclra. More than 100 men par- ists did everything tticy knew to get
heads of the
ticipated, and they succeeded In this Instruction Into thewas
useless.
coRndlng v,v and killing over 100 brown brothers, but It
wolves. Eight of the hunters wert?
Sergeant Drew then offered his services.
fcadly bitten.
"Say, yon," he said, turning to the
natives, "when the whistle blows on
f iremr Killed in an Explosion.
; , .v York. William
Ilaromil, a tbe railroad train, too hoo, you get
" was turfed fifty feet and in-- t your bull cart, moo moo, and take
bet 2 the other day when an these trunks down to the Ftation
- vTCKed a forty thousand fore the engine starts, ding ding. Sab. at the Kin
: '
County by?"
"To no sarez, the natives rei;!ud.
Three other
-- 1.
t
The victims were
"What!" roared Sergeant lr.-v- i
kn tie explosion oe- - "Don't you understand your o a 1:.:
gtmte?"
Bea-bou-

,
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COATING

FOB PLASTER

CASTS

Simple Treatment That the Chicago
Art Institute Ka Found to
Ee Effective.

"It's all very

Conn.

,

III

According to the bulletin of the
Art Institute of Chicago, that
has been very successful la
keeping Its plaster casts presentable
by means of simplest treatment.
The cast Is first sized with an application of linseed oil and turpentine.
This is put on with a brush, and it
Is Immaterial whether it Is done when
the cast is new and clean or after
it becomes dirty, provided only that
It has not been painted or in any way
coated with foreign matter. The only
object is to make it Impervious to
water, so that subsequent applications
will not sink Id.
Then the cast is washed over with
a coat of whiting and water with a
little glue (practically a fine whitewash), applied quite thin with a
brush, and stippled or pounced on,
so as not to show brush marks. A little yellow ochre is put Into the wash,
so that It will not be a blue or dead
white.. This wash Is perfectly soluble,
and when It gets dirty it is easily removed and a fresh coat applied.
It
is obvious that the cast is no more
coated or loaded after the twentieth
application than after the first.
It Is surprising In fact how little
the modeling is obscured, even when
It is delicate and detailed.
It is
doubtful if anybody, however, skillful,
can tell at a distance of eight or ten
feet whether a cast has been whitened
o- not, and eight or ten feet Is not a
great distance at which to view a
e
statue. ' The larger forms are
not In the least affected by the process
of whitening.
orga-ii-i&tl-

life-siz-

WHY ALGERNON WAS PEEVED
Genial Elevator Boy Didn't Know
actly What Name Meant, But
He Didn't Like It.

Ex-

"I ain' feelln' es' right, t'ank da
Lo'd, MIstah Topflo'," Algernon confided gloomily the other evening. "I's
had a mighty strong narvis shock, sah.
W'y, Bah, w'ot alls me is dere was a
man ridin' up in de elebater dis afer-noo- n
w'ot call me names; an' de name
o' dat man am Mlstoh Flosstein! Dere
aln' no one In dis house, Mistoh Topflo', dat I elebates mo' dan I does him
an' his family an' his fr'en's. An' dat
w'ot I git fo' it! I cayn stan' mos'
anyt'lng 'ceptin' bein' call names, Mis-t- o
Topflo'.

"Wo't he call me? Well, sah, he
I dunno' sackly
say I a monk-wum- .
w'ot a monk-wuis, but I knows it
somet'ing bad, or he wouldn't
me It. 'Wo't reason' did he hab fo'
callin' me dat name? Well, sah, It
dis way; he say, 'Algernon,' he say,
'wo't you' pollytics?' an' I say, T's a
'publican to de co' an' I vote fo' Mistoh Wilson,' I say. Dat w'y he git
kin' mad an' call me dat name. Mis"
reflected Altoh Topflo'.
gernon aloud and with lowering brow.
"I reckon dat mean a kin' haidje-hoag- ,
Mlstoh Topflo'. Yo' t'lnk It somathing
on dat ode", sah? Well, Mlstoh Topflo, I be'en call a heap names in my
life, but dat de fus' time anybody call
ma a haldge-hoag- ;
an' I don't like it,
Mlstoh Topflo' not wo't a cent," and
Algernon shook his head bitterly, too
sore even to smile when Mr. Topfioor
gave him a cigar.
ll

Monk-wum,-

Kinglike on Port.
KInglake, tho historian, was polite,
yet frank. It is related that, upon one
occasion, while dining with old
the warden of Merton, he
was asked to give his opinion of some
port wine which was supposed to be
remarkably good. "I am no Judge of
port myself, KInglake," said Dr. Mar-sha"but I know you are, and I
should like your opinion."
"Well," said KInglake. "I have three
ways of Judging port wine. The first
is by the color, the second is by the
odor, and the third is by the flavor.
Now, the color of your wine, Mar- Bham" holding It up and looking at It
critically "Is good; the odor" here
he held the glass to his nose for a
moment, and then added, with some
hesitation "Is far from unpleasant;
the flavor is" here he tasted it, and
put the wineglass down hastily.
"Would you be kind enough to pass
me the sherry?" San Francisco Argonaut.
Feeling for Death.
For a week the
guide
to the blind on their dally walks had
noticed that the two men who were
her special charges felt carefully of
the wall on either side of the door
of the asylum when passing In and out
Since she was there to lead th ?m, that
precaution seemed not at all neces
sary, and she finally asked their reason for It
T am looking for crape on
the
door," one old man told her. "They
don't like to let us know here In the
asylum when any one dies for fear of
making us feel bad, but they put
crape on the door, and by feeling for
It when we pass in and out we can
find out for ourselves when oue of us
has gonet"
BensMclal Stimulant
The coca leaf Is highly prized by
the native of Bolivia as a stimulant
He chews it like tobacco, but with a
better excuse, since by Its use ho can
perform great feats of endurance and
go many hours without food. Will "
pouch of coca leaves and a small bag
of parched corn he can ran 50 tulles
a day.
constiIndians
tute the telegraph servler of the
,,-

Fleet-foote-

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

State of New
Fourth Judicial District, County of San Higuel.
In the District Court
The Marion Steam ohovel Company,
a corporation, Plaintiff,
vs.

above named defendants,
the William Creek Irrigation
Company, a corporation, Tne Willow
Creek Irrigation Company, a corporation, and The Xaramore-Under-wooConstruction Company,
corporation, will take notice that a suit
has been begun in the District Court
of the Fourth Judicial District sitting within and for the County of
San Miguel, State of New Mexico,
for the purpose of, among other
things, foreclosing a certain chattel
mortgage made, executed and delivered by Oscar B. Underwood to Tne
Marion Steam Shovel Cofpany, a corporation, the said chattel mortgage
being so made, erecuted and delivered, to the plaintiff to secure the
payment of tnree promissory notes,
dated August 11, 1909, for the Bums
of one thousand ($1,000.00) dollars,
eighteen hundred and fourteen
dollars, and eighteen hundred
and fourteen ($1,81. 00) dollars respectively, the said promissory notes
being due and payable in six, nine
and twelve months after date respecthe principal sum, interest
tively,
and attorney's fees named in said
promissory notes being still due and
unpaid, with the--- - exception of the
sum of five hundred ($u00.00) dollars, the said cause being entitled:
The Marion Steam Shovel Company,
a corporation, plaintiff, vs. Oscir B.
Underwood, The Will'am Creek Irrigation Company, a corporation. The
Willow Creek Irrigation Company, a
corporation, The Camfield Development Company, a corporation, The
Naramore-UnderwooConstruction
Company, a corporation, defendants,
and being numbered 7479 on the docket of said court.
You are further notified that unless you enter or cause to be entered your appearance in said cause
on or before the 24th day of March,
A. D. 1913, Judgment by default and
decree pro confesso will be entered
therein against you.
Plaintiff's attorney is William J.
Lucas whose postoffice address Is
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
to-w-

COLUMN
RATES

Clerk.
SALE

OF TIMBER, Albuquerque,
A M., December 30, 1912.
Sealed
bids marked outside "Bid, Timber
Sale Application, November 15, 1912,
Pecos" and addressed to the District
Forester, Forest Service, Albuquerque,
N. M., will be received up to and including the 7th day of February, 1913,
for all the merchantable dead timber
standing: or down and all the live timber marked for cutting by a Forest
officer, located on an area to be definitely deslgnatei by a Forest officer
before cutting begins, including about
1520 acres In approximately Sees. 29,
R. 13 E.,
30, 31, and 32, Tp. 17 N
N. M. P. M. on the watershed of the
Cow creek, within the Pecos National
Forest, estimated to re 8,235,000 feet
B. M. of. Western Yellow Pine, Douglas Fir, White Fir and Limber Pine
sawtlmber, more cr less. No bid of
less than $2.50 per M. feet B. M.
will be considered and a deposit of
$500 must be sent to the First National Bank, Albuquerque, N. M., for
each bid submitted to the District
Forester. Timber upon valid claims
Is exempt from sale. The right to reject any and all bids i reserved. For
further information governing sales
address Forest Supervisor, Pecos National Forest, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Allen S. Peck, Acting District Forester.
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
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DORADO

LODGE
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munication first andj
third
Thursday in;
each month. Visiting'
tv; I ;
V
brothers cordially in-- J
Tited. Win. p. Mills, j
W. 5L, H. 8 .Van Petten, Secretary.

'i.

I

. i

ery Monday er
in
Cas 12
ning

'"'

ADVER-

NO.

NIGHTS OF PY
THIAS Mseta

VlsiUn

ivcigiiis ar corfij
ally invited. Chas
.
Liebachner, Chas
cellor Commanded
Harry Martin. Keeper of Record
and SeaL

Flvs cents per Una eacn Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TE M PLAR Beg-- ;
No d to occupy less spaoa than two
."jiular conclave sec. d Tne
lines. AH
advrtls ments chai-go- d
day In each month, at Ma-will be booked at space actually tot,
p
onle Temple at 7:30 p. in. G. H. F. O. E. Meets
without regard to number of word a
first and third Tue
KinkeL E. C; Chas. Tamos,
Cash In advance preferred.
day evenings each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers cordJ
slly invited to attend. A M.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYE. C. Ward. Secretary
AL ARCH MA80NS Regvlar con
vocation first Monday In L..O. O. MOOSE Meets second an
AL rJ
each month at Masonic
r,
fourth Thursday evening eae
Temple, a 7:30 p. m. M.
month at W. O. W. Hall. Visltlnr
R. Williams, H P F. O.
brothers cordially invited.
Dr. H
Wr.
Blood, Secretary.
J. TbornM:;
Kouf, Dictator;
Secretary.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN $.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
8. Meets first and third Fridays
LOCAL TIME GAKil
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
EAST BOUND
PIANO for rent 417 Eighth St
Telephone Main 329.
Arrive
Depan
9:10 p. m.. .. 9:15 p. n
Xo. 2
FOR RENT Furnished house, mod4. .. .11:05 p. m.. . .11:05 p. n
NO. Xo.
ern, Eighth and Washington. In- FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
102 Mees every Monday night at No.
.
2:05 a. m... .. 2:10 a. n;
quire Herbert W. Gehring.
O. B, C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at No 10.
1 :45
p. m.. . . . 2:10 p. m
8 o'clock.
are
Visiting
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
WEST BOUND
president; J. T. BuhP-- secretary; Xo. 1. .. 1:20 p. m
1:45 p. m
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
No 3... 6:10 a. m
FOR SALE Hay and grain. Salomon
6:15 a. na
4:20 p. m
Xo.
4:30 p. m
Ata, Phone Maine 495.

if

AdJet-President- ;

...!

1

For Rent

For Sale

MODERN WOODMEN

LOST

A brlndle Boston bull dog, answers to the name of Shake. Return to H. W. Kelly's residence, 825
Sixth street Reward.

Business,I

6 C5

p.

m.....

7:00 p. ns

DENTISTS
J E. ROSENWALO LODGE NO. 541
L O. of B. B. Meets every first
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
Crockett Building.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
Office Telephone
Main ll
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are Honse
Main 11!
Telephone
Isaac AppeL
cordially Invited.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
DR. F.
HUXMANN
retary.
Dentist
Dental work of any description a
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
COUN
moderate prices.
CIL NO. 604. Meets second and Room 1
Center Block. Tel. Main 138
fourth Thursday In O. E. C. Hall,
East Las Vegas, N M.
Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially Invited. Richard
S. S, Van Buren St, King- Mrs.
Devine, G. K.; Frank AngeL F. S. Lston, N. Y. (full name furnished on
application) had such decided benefit
from using Foley's Honey and Tar
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Compound that she shares her good
.1. Meets every Monday evening at fortune with others. She writes:
and Tar Compound
their hall on Sixth street All visit Foley's Honey
brought my voice back to me durine
ing brethren cordially invited to at a severe case of bronchitis and laryntend.. J. D. Friedenstlne,
N. G.; gitis. Oh, how many people I have
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. E'wood. recommended it to." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
F. E. "Walling, a farmer diving near
Yukon, Mo, strongly recommends FoB. P. O.. ELKS
Meets second and ley's Honey and Tar Compound and
"I have been advised by my
fourth Tuesday evening of each says: doctor
to use Foley's Honey
family
muuth Elks home on Ninth street and Tar Compound for my children
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- when there was a cough medicine
ers are cordially Invited. P. D. Mo needed. It always gives the beet or
satisfaction and I recommend It to
Elroy, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con- others." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
don, Secretary.
Drug Co. AdT.

-

a

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
ardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing,
estimates Cheerfully Given,
est sido Plasa
.
. Old Town
BAPTIST

No.

w

Directory

SOUTHERN

OF AMERICA

Meet in the Forest of brotherly
A TTOKNEV
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Fridays
HUNKER & HUNKER
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
Stewart, Consul; G. Lacmmle, Clerk. George H. Hunker Chester A. Huns.- Attorneye-at-LaVisiting members are especially
New MexiSK
Las Vegas.
welcome and cordially invited.

Lost

d

LORENZO DELGADO,

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

m

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

N'faramore-Cnder-woo-

The

L3SSy BEST AL' BANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
Tins EE3T G00S3 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

WANT

Oscar B. Underwood, The William
Creek Irrigation Company, a corporation, The Willow Creek Irrigation Company, a corporation. The
Camfield Development Company, a
d
corporation. The
Construction Company, a corporation, Defendants.
No. T479.

ICE

THE OPT.IC

a

--

LAYMEN.

Chattanooga, Tenn., Feb. 4. The
first laymen's contention
of the
Southern Baptist chcrch; which had
Its formal opening in this city today,
has made Chattanooga tne mecca for
leading members of that denomination from Maryland to Texas, from
Missouri to Florida, and from an the
Intervening states. Two thousand
delegates are in the city and more
are arriving on every train. The hotels are filled and many private
homes have been thrown open for
the entertainment of the visitors.
The convention sessions are being
heldin the city auditorium and will
continue three days. The work, of
the church In all Its phases Is to be
exhaustively discussed. At the afternoon and evening meetings many
speakers of wide promlpnence are to
be heard. Among those whose names
appear on the program are Governor
Governor
Hooper of Tennessee,
Brown of Georgia, Lieutenant Governor Smith of South Carolina, J.
Campbell White of New York, President Mitchell of the .University of
South Carolina, Dr. J. B. Gambrell of
Texas, President
Poteat of Lake
Forest college, and President Brooks
of Baylor university.

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 .be.. Each Oollvery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs. to . 200 lbs. Each Delivery
Less than SO lbs. Each Dell vary .....

20c per 100 lbs,
25c per 1CO lb.
30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.

1,000 Ids.

,

50c

100

per

!bi.

AGUA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural lee, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

CALL FOR BIDS FOR INSTALLING
When Burton Holmes recently pave
his celebrated travelosnie on "PanHEATING SYSTEM
ama" at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, he
Xotice is hereby
given that the was
seriously Intenipted by continual
county commissioners of the county coughing of the audience. No one an.
state
of
New
will
Mora,
Mexico,
of
nova willingly and If people
with
receive bids at the office of the rouchs, colds, hoarseness and tlckllns
In
county clerk of said county, up to Tarthroat would use Foley's Honey anil
they could quickly
and including the 7th day of April, cure Compound,
their coughs and colds and avoid
for
a
tho installation of
A. D. 1913,
this annoyance. O. G. Sehnefer and
heating system by hot sir furnace, In Rod Cross Drue; Co. Adv.
the court house building of the counHo you know that more real
danger
ty cf Mora, situated at Mora, New lurks
In a common cold than In any
other of the minor ailments? The
Fr.ll information
and description safe way la to take Chamberlain's
of the system proposed to be In- Conch Remedy, a thoroughly reliable
stalled, must be attached to ch Wd, preparation, and rid yourself of tlie
cold as quickly as possible.
This
together with a certified check for
la for sale by ail dealers
10 per cent of the amount cf the bid. remedy
Adv.
The roard of County Commissioners
of the County 0f Mora, by John
For a sprain you will find Clamber-Candert, Chairman.
Iain's Liniment excellent. It nliavs'i
tho pain, removes the soreness, end I'
(Seal)
soon re&tores the parts to a hta'thyiAttest: Tito Melendeiz Cleric. '
25 ana jv cent tot-.lecondition.
nrl
f ale
!

I

VA

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all of
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth most
That property yon want to sell Is WORTH MOST to someoM
,a reads the ads. In this tsewspaper and would never hear of
your property unless tt were aSfertised hers.
Others, who Tend and answer ads. In this newsarer want (and
are anxious to pay cash for) bocks, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of KSAfulness of any sort, and musical Instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of aii possible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the beet m

krS.
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LOCAL NEWS

HOME GROUND

ROME GROWN

lunffvrlinnt

F

niir

Just the Thing for These Cold Mornings

FOR-- CASH
For at While

Pounds Sugar for S1.00

Jo H.

Stearns

AH B

TV O

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

AI

at 6:15

DOUBLEUEADER

Tie Homa of (be Best o! Everything Eatable

M. Bustos, arrested by Chief of Police Coles for beating his wife, yes
terday afternoon was brought before
Judge D. R. Murray In the city court
Judge Murray, on the request of Mrs.
y
Jail sen
Bustos, suspended a
tence and placed jBustos under a
$250 peace bond for six months.

For Lent We Have Just Received
Fresh Salmon, Halibut, Catfish, Bass and California Cod and Fresh Oysters, Smoked Salmon,
Bloaters and Herring.

Sunday morning at 4:15 o'clock
Mark Fisher, the son of M. L. Fisher,
died at 1218 Twelfth street. Mr.
Fisher, with his wife and son, came
to New Mexico about three months

Imported Norway Mackerel, Holland Herring,
Silahka Spiced Hopes, Berlin Spiced Rolled
Mopes and Marinett Skinned Herring.

ago for his son's health from Paw
Paw, Mich. The body will be sent
to Paw Paw for burial. Mr. Fisher
will accompany it.

trrr.
All ladies who have been
selling
tickets for the dance to be given to& BAYWARD CO. STORE
night at the armory by the Woman
THE
Club of Las Vegas are requested to
turn in unsold tickets and money tomorrow to the members of the dance
committee of the club. Those who
and void. .' It is further provided that
wish to do so may bring their tickets
marriages among residents of the
or
money tonight.
state celebrated without Its borders
but which would be illegal under the
The big snow storm which Is so
jjfew Mexico law, are null and void in rapidly disappearing from the streets
-the state. ' '
but. for some unknown reason seems
Senate Bills Nos. 94 and 93 are of to linger on the sidewalks, did not
interest to lawyers. The former has
stop here, but took a northern route,
to do with the recording and the valiand is now covering the middle west
while states with a white Dlanket. Accord
dating of acknowledgements,
the latter relates to the service of
man another
ing to the weather
writs
(Continued From Page One)
storm will originate in this section
After the committee on enrolled of the country and move over the
9. Chapter 116 of the laws of the bills had reported and the lieutenant
middle west Thursday or Friday and
thirty-sixtlegislative assembly re- governor and clerk had signed the In- the eastern states at the close of the
come tax resolution, the senate ad- week. This disturbance will be atlating to jury venires.
No. 92, by Walton, providing for a journed until tomorrow morning. The tended
by general precipitation and
temporary commission to study the various committees of the house and in all probability will terminate the
taxation question. Mr. Walton's bill, senate, are hard at work today and dry spell In the Pacific states.
which has the endorsement of the the brevity of the senate's session is
state bar association, provides for a no Indication that the legislative mill
commission of five members, who are has ceased grind. The county sal- to serve without pay. Five thousand ariea bill still remains the star foaA
dollars is appropriated for meeting'; ture of the program and It is now
their traveling expenses and clerk expected that this measure will be
hire. The commission Is to be con-- Introduced In one or both houses to
stltuted as follows: one member of morrow or Thursday, at jUifl latest,
of eqvinM-iTbform agreed upoahy the commit- of the present state
practically an outline of the
s'siion, ta ia named iy the guorno?; tea
be'
to
in the dispatches last
bill
mentioned
the
senate,
of
member
one
named ty the lieutenant governor; jweok.
one tnenilHT of the- hotUe of repre-- j House Uill Xo. 1, the full crew bill,
We are daily presenting our
nent b Uvea, to be named by the speak- in &n amended form,whlch, it Is said,
the
most
the
named
of
the
moots
be
ot
by
to
j
objections
results of perfect laundering to
pv two citizens,
terms ot railroad officials, had been reported
governor. According to the
com- house
hundreds of patrons, who are
the
by
t A act at least two ot the members favorably
.
a bail
Etanil.! fMlttA
Dnd tlimlai knlW.l
j
puw-w'"ji.t.vt be attorneys
endorsing H with their conir and ability. The commission lsjcial order in the house for 2 o'clock
.
tinued patronage.
v
...n the power to Issue suopoeuua- tomorrow afternoon.
witof
attendance
e
V
,1
cm,
.i.
pd
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TOOMBS WORKING!
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TO BE

QUICK ACTION ADJUSTABLE GRATES

PLAYED FRIDAY NIGHT

Save Labor For Wome.

COLBUSINESS
ALBUQUERQUE
LEGE AND NORMAL GIRLS'
DECIDE CHAMPIONSHIP.

A game of basketball for the girls'
championship of the. state will be
played Friday evening at the Armory by the teams representing the
New Mexico Normal University and
the Albuquerque Business college.
The Normal girls' team has won every game in which it has participated for three years. The Albuquerque girls have won every contest in
which they have played this season,
high
Albuquerque
defeating the
school by the same score as did the
Normal girls.
On the same evening the boys'
team of the Normal will play against
the boys' team of the Albuquerque
commercial school. This will make
the evening's basketball program a
classy one and doubtless a large
crowd will, be attracted to witness
the games. The two Albuquerque
teams are said to be fast.

--

Grocer

A L

lamps

Hair goods demonstration at Mrs.
Standish's millinery store continues
Mrs. Boyle of Raton Is in a local until Thursday evening, February 6.
hospital critically ill.
PascuaT Baca, who lives in Teco-lotithas applied at the court house
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
as bounty upon four coyotes
$12
for
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
and two wild cats.
Mrs. J. Ackermap, who has been
Leslie Swallow, better known as
critically ill ior the past week, is re"Chub," "has iiegun the duties of re
ported to be improving today.
porter for The Optic, taking the
Hair good demonstration at Mrs. place of 11. F. Tilton, the old reliable
Standish't millinery atore continues "Scoop." Tilton will handle the so
until Thursday evening, February 6. ciety news and will continue to mane
that department of the paper bright
Saul Rosenthal, the well known and Interesting.
salesman for the Charles nfeld comWe guarantee our milk and cream
pany, has a severe attack of lumbago
to be produced from healthy cows
which forced him to his bed today.
and handled by healthy people, in
N. Hart has returned from Denver seprate concrete floor buildings, unwhere he attended the funeral of his der strictest rules of cleanliness.
Full equipment for cooling and aerat
father, who died recently. Mr. Hart
has been employed by the Palace ing. All bottles and utensils thorough
sterilized. No possibility of dis
Clothing Btore but lately resigned ly
ease germs entering the milk to multo locate elsewhere.
tiply.
The dance given by the Ladies A- THE CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY.
Fred B. Corbett, Prop.
ltar society of the West Bide at the Adv.
armory last night was well attended.
At their meeting this morning the
This Is the last event of that decommissioners heard the procounty
scription that will be given until aftests of several peddlers who operter Lent by that society.
ate throughout the country districts
The local lodge of the Royal Neigh- regarding the payment of licenses.
bors of America is planning a social The peddlers asserted that they are
ror Friday night. It is, to be a ;ie obliged to pay state licenses and
and apron social. A musical program they did not feel like paying county
They also
will be a feature. Some of Las Ve- licenses In addition.
to pay
if
were
compelled
asked,
they
gas' most talented musicians are to
licenses, that they might take them
fake part in the program.
out for six months or three months
a time. The peddlers were inThe Sunday Scnool
Basketball at
formed,
however, tuat they must pay
teams will practice at the Y. M. C.
an
entire
year in. advance, according
reA. this evening. All teams are
to the state ' aws. The commissionto
The
be
time
each
present.
quested
team will practice will be as follows: ers began a lengthy consideration of
from 7 o'clock to 8 o'clock. Baptists; the license matter. Their decision
will be announced tomor8 o'clock to 9 o'cIock, Christians; 3 probably
row.
to 10, Methodists.

4 Founds For 25c

18

Ijght automobile
o'clock tonight.
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geared shaft do the business.
With a shallow fire box when the grate is
raised half as much fuel is needed.
With the fire close to the top, drafts can be
closed and fuel lasts lonitpr
Z No time is waisted waiting for a big fire to butn.J
Less fuel has to be carried by tired women and much fuel is saved"
l No over heated kitchen in summer because meals can be cooked from small
fixes raised to the top of the stove without heCting up the range.
Quick Action kanges with the adjustable grate cost no more than other high
grade malleable ranges.

TIESE

FOR. SALE BY

&
J. G. JOHSEN
Lccal Agents

LIST

LETTER

ADVERTISED

Any man will buy the machine that will sav1
labor in the factory or on the farm.
Why no
save labor for a woman in her kitchen when
costs nothing extra to do it?
Get a high grade malleable range with the
iJJwonderful grate lifting device which raises the
lire up to the top of the stove as easily as sny
turned up- i 1 gasoIene flame can
A meal can be quickly cooked with a
s'
welj
' jC
spent fire raised up close to the lids.

Letters remaining uncalled for, for
the week ending February 1, 1913.
Palacio Abeytia; Jess Butler; Arthur
Bell; Joe Banard; Genora Brito; J.
Magdaleno
Brito; Juan Brancham;
Baca; Luis Barela; Miss Carrie
Alfred D. Cutler; Leandro
Crespin; Pedro Chavez; Antonio
Jacob Gecobi; Miss Josef ina
Garcia; Frank Gonzales; O. T. Jones;
Gregorio Lucero; Antonio Lttjan; Don
Nasario Lopez; Florencio Montano;
Marcos Montoya; Modesto MarUnez;'
Cristobal Martinez; Antonio Montaj
no; Henry Necker; Santiago Padilla;
Feliciano Romero;
Charlie Quell;
John Roddelfg; Cristobal Salazar;
Urbano Salazar; Jose Sales; Nepomu- cenl Sanchez; Estanislao Solano; Juan
Taylor; R. O. Williams; Julian War
As an aftermath of the boys' gymder.
nasium exhibition at the Y. M. C. A.
When calling for the above letters
last Thursday, Secretary Le Noir has
please ask for "Advertise Letters."
received inside Information that there
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
is a petition going the rounds asking
that the ladies of Las Vegas be alFinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
lowed to form a physical culture class, in the wood. Direct from distillery to
using the association gymnasium, on you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
.i
week
the basis of two das-.'Whether or not the Y. M. C. A. loofct
WILSON IS INTERESTED
favorably upon tins movement could
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 1. Governor
not be learned, but, just the same, Wilson wants to see the seven anti
the ladies are working like Trojans trust bills
passed by the Ne.v fersey
to get a certain number of signers
before he goes to Washinglegislature
up to a limit which has been set It ton to assume the
presidency. It is ex
is understood that Mrs. 0. D. Gephart,
the
that
pected
hearings v,ill
public
who lives at 1031 Eighth street, is
be concluded before the end of the
one of the leading spirits in the
veek, whereupon the governor will
movement.
urge the prompt passage of the bills.

E. D.

Clat-tenbur-

S. B.

teams of

the

will go to Santa Fe to
play the respective teams of the high
school of that city. The Santa Fe
girls' team was defeated here by tht
High school girls of this city abo'jt
a week ago, but it may not turn out
so lucky for the Vegas teams when
they play at Santa Fe, as the players
tbeer will havt the advantage of theli
floor, also a good two weeks' practice.

-

Jeflerson Raynolds, President. '
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
Raynolds, Vice President
Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assasint Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

BLACK

M

Surplus, and Ukdividkd Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on lima Deposits

1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED

'

High school

"

Gal-lego-

On Friday of this week the boys'

and girls' basketball

SON

rYi.

"

AT YOUR DOOR

'I

1',

IS SENTENCED.

San Jose, Cal., Feb. 4. Marshall
Black, former state senator and
wrecker of the Palto Alto Building
and Loan association, was sentenced
today on three indictments to which
he had pleaded guilty. One sentence
Is for seven, one for two and one
for one year In San Quentin. The
sentences run consecutively.

--

mm

OVERLAND MCDFL 59 T

Telephone or call aud we will have our demonstrator
show you.

T60 LATE TO CLASSIFY.
The Vegas boys, however, should
have no trouble in demonstrating to
RENT Suite
housekeeping
the high school boys of Santa Fe the FOR
rooms, first floor, electric lights.
science of basketball playing. No de
508 Main.
finite lineup has been announced as
will
but
the
probably
captains
yet,
choose their teams the latter part of
the week.

Las Vegas

Aotoiolile S Efaciie

Phone Main 344.

Whalen,

Co

Fowler Preps
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WANTS

CENSORED
Feb,
Moving pic
Albany,
ture snows na arson, as cause an,i
effect, were discussed today by
l nomas J. Auearn, suite lire
shaL in his annual report to the leg- PICTURES

N.. Y

ainn fcvsira
'
vrn this subject emrcca
tate and to wake recom-- J
a legislature tw lis;
..r;s to
Lill provides thatj
hold public, Mature.
eV.;i1
In o"
county
moving pictures have frequently
- an b' 'E tl e occasion of pyromania."
3
i ,
a
a:fen - f He cited Instances where persons
.1 is
rc. srly suscepUi to snssesiwn
t
fires. As
i Uesa shows to
'
. a r
f.fi
'7 ho siirj-f- 'd
i-

f

1

.

AND

CUFF

WORK THAT

UNEQUALLED.
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Mtis',Sl"k

bit

Lieut!

HOLDS CARNIVAL.
Fla., Feb- 4. Mnrdi Cms

TAMPA

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

Tampa,

!

can

"HLINTSQUALITY

-

was observed in Tampa today with
the annual carnival of the Gapparilla
Krcwe. A street parade or tne

faiitas'ic
chief feature of the
in

sarb was the
dys program.

"THE KINO THAT IS NOT

F1IS"
LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts"
d,

25c

if you ",vant

the highest
.

quality in canned fruits

"Crawn" Sardines per

.....20c

can

p; n n
N

f
fe

i

,

t l, U U

uas-pariH-

Arc

THERE IS. NO LVE IN THE CAN

'Ferndell" Sardines, per

riucklnfihnm palace.

sc-t- ,

'

HOLDS LEVEE.
w.is a large
attendance at the levee held by King
George at St. James' palace today, jf
It was the first official function of fi
the session and will be followed on
Friday evening of tills week by the
liplomstla mi efflclal court t
KING GEORGE
eb.
London.

IS

-

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

........

SHIRTS, COLLARS,

4.

JUST

Tickets for the Washburn College
RECEIVED
elb entertainment to. be giver
at. the opera house Thursday ecening,
were placed on sale to Santa Fe folk
at the Y. M. C. A. this morning. From
the present indications the concert
will be well attended. This glee club M Extra Fancy Mackerel
25c
each
comes to Las Vegas well recommend- ri
S.
ed by
E. Hussec, superintendent 01
the Santa Fo reading rooms, and ll (S Fancy Boston Mackerel
is sure to be a f,tat to tllfl raiiroaal
25c
2 for
people anji 0niers of the city. The sale
rJi tickets Will be continued again to"Dainty" Boneless Cod25c
morrow for the railroad people, but.
fish, per box.
on Thursday will be thrown open to
"Swan's Down" fibered
the general public. No one should
15c
miss this entertainment, says SecreCodfish, per pkg.
tary Le Noir of the Y. M. C. A., who
has charge of the ticket sale. As
"Highest Grade" Midwas explained yesterday, a small addles Codfish, per pd . 25c
mission is charged in 'der to pav
"Pure Food" Sardines
foi the opera , hous.
1 0c
per can . . .
glee

t
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"ISie Coffee Man"
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OIL STILL RI8INQ.
Pittsburg, Feb. 4. The advance in
crude oil was resumed today when
the South Pennsylvania Oil company
announced Pennsylvania crude at
Other grades were quoted as
$2.47.
follows: Mercer black. New Castle
and Corning, $2.00; Cabell, $2.07, an
advance, of seven cents a barrel;
'Somerset, $1.35, an advance of three

cents, There wag no change In Ras-land.
NEW JERSEY RATIFIES.
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 4. The New
Jersey senate today ratified the
amendment to the federal constitution authorizing congress to impose
an Income tax. The house has ratified the "amendment.

1

1

